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ABSTRACT

Proton shifts relative to internaf benzene of
pyridine hydrochlori,de, hydrobromide and hydroíodide in
methylene chloride, acetonitrife, nitromethane and fornic
acid are reported. A model involving a hydrogen bonded

ion-pair between the pyridinium cation and the counterion

is di-scussed. ft is assumed that the counterion reduces

considerably the TI -electron polarization in the pyridinium

ion calculated for the isolated ion by the VESCF method.

If the electric fields arising from the fl- -eÌectrons,
the counterion, and from the positive charge in the N-H+

sigrna bond are taken into consideration, the observed

order of the C-H proton shifts is predicted.. The N-H+

proton shifts are sensitive to the counterion, the

solvent and traces of water. Tn formic acid the \H+
proton shifts of the hydrochloride and hydrobromide are

characteristic of the solvent only. fn these two cases the

N-H+ proton does not exchange rapidly and an lv14- H+

coupling constant of 67.6 + O"5 c/s is found.
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A . THE NIJCL]ËAR MAGNET

Nucl-ear magnetic resonance is based on the fact

that i sotopes of the elements vyith non-zero spin possess

a magnetic moment which is characteristíc of the particular

rrol;r-zero spin isotope.

A nucl-eus which has a magnetic moment and a

spin angular momentr:¡o behave s as if it r^re re a spinning

bar magnet (ar?), a nuclear magnet. Tþis magnet i-zation

may be said to originate from the circulation of mass and

charge associated with the spinning of the nucleus about

an arbitrary axis (3).

Nuclear angular momentu¡r is given by

(1) !: ñ L,

where P is the nuclear aÌrgular momentum vector

4t: n; and h is Planckls constant,
21t

! is bhe nuclear spin vector.

The magnetic moment vecLor þ is wrítten as

(") -É: xøtl:lz
where f is the magnetogyric r-atio. The vector /! is

colJ.inear with the vecbor !.
CJ-assicalJ-y, for a proton, N .u= cafculaled

to be

(3) x:"t ^a-a!\c
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where e is the charge on the particle, M is the mass

and c is the vel-ocity of 1ight. lxperimentally, equation
(3) wa" found to be incorrect, and. is normalJ.y written as

(4) X: e"- zMc

where g is called the nuclear g factor (4r5), which is
dimensíonless and must be determined experimentally for
each nucl-eus. Equation (e) tnen becos.es

(5) //: u 'eá r .
-/- ?Mc

4.ccording to the principles of quantum mechanics,

the spin vector I has the magnitude [f (f + ].)lå rnd. .orr-
sequently the nuclear angular momentum vector has the

magnitude

P:ã [r(r+r)lå.
The only measureable val-ues of the spin I are given by m,

the magnetic quantum number. I, the spin vect,or, is for;nd

to be in one of (2I + l-) slates or orientations, and

therefore m may take on any of the (Al + I) values
(6) m: - r, _(t_1), -(r_"), ... (r_l_), r.

Finally, we may write
u-: Yt't

_/-
(?) =g eá t

?MC

: *At
where ,ll ^ is the nuclear magneton

-/



(è) //zo:

3

-2 ),: 5.050 x lO *- erg gauss-'

The structr.¡re of öhe at orn-i c nucfeus assumes

that the spins of the protons and neutrons in the
nucleus are paired, as are ùhe spins of the elect,rons in
an atom. Consequently zero magnetic moment s ane obtained
for nuclei with an even number of both protons and

rreutrons, since these have a net spin of zero (I: O).
Nuclei, whose mass number is odd have half integral spj-n,

while those of even m¿.ss number but odd charge nurnber

have an integral spin (6). Only nuclei for which I f O

may a nuclear magnetic resonance spectra be obtained.
Tþe proton fafl-s into this category, but C12 and 016

do not. For this reason nuc.lear magnetic resonance is
so val-uab1e in the study of organic compourrds, s:ince one

can study the proton spectra without interference from the
latter nuclei.

e¡I1
æã
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B - TNTËRACTION OF NUCLIE.AR MAGNET-WTTH Á, }.{A,GNETTC FTEI,D

ïn the absence of ar magnetic field, the

energy of the nucl-ear magnet is independent of its
orientation. However, when nuclei with magnelic moments

are placed in a r:¡riform, external, magnetic fieJ-d Ho,

this degeneracy is removed. The application of the

externaf f iel-d causes a splitting into (AI + 1) energy

Ievels, known as the Zeeman splítting, corresponding to
the (2f f 1) values of m.

When the magnetic moment

u: lp
./-

is placed in a strong maiEnetic field Ho, a torque, L,

is exerted on it such that

L:fxuo'
The energy of the interaction is

(g") E : ^ tt . Ho
-/-(9b) : - þ¿Ho cos e.-/

where e is the angle between the magnetic mornent and the
rn¿tgnetic f ield vectors, and t/l cos I is the value of the

_/
component of þt aTong 89, and may be vribten as /n../- -/
Theref ore . equation (9Þ )'--beco.me"

(ro) E : - ,1,(.¡+ Ho../*
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According to equation (6), the only allowed

values of the spin I are given by the (2I + 1) values

of m, which correspond to a particular componenb o)&

along Ho, or to the quantization otÉ along !q. Hence

equation (7) -ay now be written as

(11) 
/" 

: e-./o ^
where lhe values of m are those given in equation (6).

Hence equation (10), which gives the (2I + 1) energy

Ievels, be come s

(I") E=-m€7{Ho,
,./

Since the selecbion rule for transitions of

nucfei belween energy fevels is 4, m:11, (7), ttt.tt

the energy difference between adjacent energy levefs is

given by

(13) .ôE:c qo\o=taro.
-/

For such a transition to take place, absorption of energy

is required, and is gíven by the Bohr rel-ation

(14) Ar: hìå,
where Y o is the frequency of the electromagnetic

radiation.
lEquating equations (13) an¿ (14), rø. obtain

(15) y.:+.
This is the fu¡damental- relationship for the resonance

condition in nucl-ear resonarice.
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When nucfei are placed in a magnetic fieId,

there is a Bol-tzmann distribution of the nuclei among

the various nuclear spin states. For a prollon (I : å)

there are two such spin states (Fig. 1. ar.ié. equation 12)(8).

.l
i,

I\I i\I :\t.\t:gÀlFÐr:v :L.¡VE-¡\\J ¡ t
t:t:l

:
H =O :

Figure 1: lEnergy leveJ.s for I : !.

When proton containing substances are placed

in a magnetic fiel.d, öÏrere ís a dístributíon of the

protons belween these two energy states, wilh a s1ight

excess in the fower. ft is due to this slight excess

of nuclei in the lower state that the nuclear resorÌarlce

Phènoftenon is observed. 'lrlhen radiation of the right

frequency )fo t. used to excite proùons from one fevel

to another so as to satisfy equation (15), a net

absorption of energy can occur, and the spect.rum is

-tt,=- 70tbt'lo
l'l = Ho
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observed as an absorption of energy from the incident

radiation.
For a bare proton, for Ho : fo4 gauss, the

resonance frequency is 42-.577 megacycfesr which is in

the radio-frequency portion of the electromagnetic

spectrum.
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C - I4AGNETIC RESONANCE

,A spinning nucleus may be treated from a

classical víewpoint. If a nucl eus wiËh a magnetic

momerLt þL is placed Ín a magneËic field, the field exerts
./-

a Ëorque tlrpon A!, tending to align it lfi Ëh the field.
./

This forces tl;.e vecto2!! to precess about the direction

of the applíed field (9rf0). The rate of precession is
given by the Larmor precession frequency (11r12)"

(16) QIo: lno,
whe're do is Ëhe angular frequency of precessÍon, and /
is Ëhe magnetogyri c raËío. Thís equaËion descríbes the

precession of a nùcleus ín its particular energy level ,

as gíven by equation (12).

S ince
/Jo(17) Yo: iT ,

where Io is Ehe frequency of precession, equation (f6)

becomes
fno(rs) Y:r- (-) ?]Tz tl

and is equívalenE to equatÍon (15). Consequently, the

separation of the energy levels equals the Larmor

precession frequency mulËiplied by 4 ûÍo.
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Tn the nuclear magnetic resonance exper¿menf,

transiùions among the energy levels are induced by a

smalI oscillating field H1 applied to the sample per-

pendicuÌar to Ho. This is achieved by passing radio-

frequency ' currexit.:r through a coil perpendicular to Ho.

l\t resonance, when the applied radio-frequency equals the

frequency of the nucl-aar Larmor precession, the torque

acting on thre nucfear magnetic moment vector due to H1

causes the vector // to Li-p over with respect to Ho (13).
-/-

Consequenlly, transitions from a lower to an upper 1evel

are induced with absorption of a characteristic quantum

of enea:gy. This is the resonance condi-tion for a si-ngJ.e

nuclerrs.

Resonance absorption may be observed by

amplifying and rectifying the r. f. signal, sínce at

resonance part of this radiation wi-l-l be absorbed, causing

a drop in the d.c. output. In actual practice, the

applied radio-frequency is kept constant whi-l.e the field

iÈ scanned. Descriptions of the nuclear magnefic resonance

spectrometers are given in references (14) and (15).



Chapter II

T}I]E CHEMTCß,L SHTFT
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A - ÏNTRODUCTION

Shortly after the discovery of the nuclear

resonance phenomena, it was f or:¡ld that the resonance

frequency for a particular nucleus may occur at a different

val-ue of the applied field, depending on the chern-ical

envÍronment of lhe parlicular nuclei. This effect arises

because orbital electrons magnetically screen the nucfeus

so that the magnetic fiel-d ab the nucleus differs sJ-ightly

from the applied magneùic fiefd. The difference in llie

resonance frequencies of a particular nucleus when ít

is located in different chemical environments is known

as the chemical shift.

The chemical shift was first observed in melals,

in f949¡ when Knight (16) fourid discrepancies betwee! the

resonance frequencies of several metals as compared with

their safls. In a].l cases it was for:¡d that the

resonant frequencies were al-I^¡ays higher for the metal

than for the corresponding salt, for a constant value of

the external, magnetic fiel-d. This shift was fou¡rd to be

directly proportional to the magnitude of the applied

magnetic field, and lua s said to arise from the para-

magnebic effect of the conduction electrons in the

vicinity öf the metal nuclei. Shortly aflerwards, related

effects were observed by Proctor and yu (1?) for the Nf4

nlrcleus. Two peaks were observed for NH4NO3 ' The first
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peak cornesponds to the m14 nucleus in the NH4+ ion and

the second to the N14 nucl-eus i-n the NO- ion.)
Dickinson (18) soon fou¡d the sasre effect for the F19

nucleus vshile for prolons the chen::ical shj.ft r¿a s first
observed by Lindsörom (19) and Thomas (20). Al]. of these

effects v¡ere observed as the precision and resolution of

the avaiJ.abJ.e speclrometers improved.

The chemi-cal shift may therefore be said to

arise from a secondary magnetic fiel-d which is produced

by the circui-aÈíon of electronic charge induced by Ho.

The secondary fieJ.d is proportional to, and acts in
opposition to, the main magnetic fieJ.d, thus decreasing

the field as seen by the nucl-eus. Consequenlly, the

fi.e1d seen at the nucleus will be

(19 ) He:Ho(1 -6),
where H. is the effective!? field seen at the nucleus,

Ho is the externaf magnetic field, a.a 6 is the shielding
parameler and depends on the el-ectronic environment in tLle

vícinity of the nucl-eus.

According to equation (19), it is obvious that
the separation of signals between the tr¡¡o nucfei w:il-l be

directly proportional bo the field seen by the moJ-ecul.e,

and to lhe difference betvr¡een the screeni-ng constanbs of

the two nuclei. Since the difference in shíeldi.ng is a

function of the appfied fiel.d, the cheraica1 shj-ft is most
\often expressed in terms of a dimensionless parameber Q



I¿

(ao¡ S .Hs -Hr, _^6O=(-,/xruflr

H" is the resonant fieJ.d of the nucleus being studied
and H" is the resonanÈ fiel-d of the reference compor:rrd.,

often taken to be benzene, cyclohexane, w.aùer or
tetramethylsilane. As defined above, j ,* n*oportionaf
to ùhe shíelding constants of both the reference a¡rd the

sample compound.s and is gíven ín u¡íts of parts per

miJ.J-ion (p.fuoJ. Whên the chemical_ shift is defíned in
fhís manner, it is independent of lhe magnetic field
strength and the frequency of the applíed r.f . field.
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B - Mq.GNET]C SHTELDING CONSTANT

l[ theoretica] evaluation of the screening

constant O , introduced in equation (19), was first

atternpted by l-amb (21 ). He considered an isofaùed atom.

fihen the atom is placed in a magnetic field, a dia-

magnetic circufation of the el-ectrons is produced, rlrhich,

in turn, produces a magnetic field at the nucleus opposing

the appJ-ied field. This reduces the field seen by the

nucleusr. and may thus be refated to the screenj-ng

constant. The larger the diamagnetic currents, the

larger is the shielding constant.

Ramsey (ee) nas cal-cul.ated the shiel-ding constant

of nuclei in molecufes, which have no re sultar¡t efectron

orbitaf or spin angular momentum in the absence of the

external fie1d. Unlike an aqom, the el-ectron distribution

ín a molecufe is no longer spherically s¡nnmetrical . Ramsey

found that his formufa for the evaluation of the shíelding

constant contained. two terms. The first term is simifar

to the Lamb formufa, and corresponds to what the shielding

would be if the whol-e efectronÍc structure of the mofecufe

rotated about the nucleus with the Larmor angular

frequency. The second term, known as the seco!.d-order

paramagnelic berm, resufts from the lack of spherical

s¡rmmetry of the electron distributíon, and therefore
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correcls for the hindr¿¡rce to the free rotation aror:rrd

the nucleus. The actual numerical evaluation of the

latter term is very hard, since it involves the exact

wave fu¡rctions of the excited, as well as the gror-rnd

statp of the mofecufe. Since these wave fr¡nctions are

seldom known, very few of lhese cafcufations have been

carried out. For prolons (e3), ttrere are no 1ow-1ying

exciled states, and therefore paratnagnetic contribufions

should be small

Further work on the evafuation of the b

constant was done by Saika and Sfichter ("4). After

carfying out a study of fluorine resonance shifts, they

were able to subdivide the componenùs of þ into three

terms. The first two terms were found to be equivalent

öo the two terms discussed previously" However, they

added a third term which invofves the contribution to the

shielding conslant of an atom from the rest of the electrons

in the molecule. This effect is the combined effecl of the

dJ-amagneti-c and paramagnetic atomic currents from the

other atoms in the swne molecule.

A mathematical- discussion of the various

shielding parameters ís given by McConnell (25) and

popi-e (e6,2?). The former has calculated the long-r¿¡gu

dipolar shielding of protons, while Pople has deal-t with

a theoretical evafuation of Ùhe efectronic currents

induced in a mofecule by an exterr:.al-, magnetic fie1d.
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Pople brings in the for:rth component of the

observed shielding constant f, namely the contribution

from interatomic currents. This effect is very important

in aromatic molecules, since the Ïl- el-ectrons form cfosed

loops through which cr:rrents may f1ow. These in turn

produce secondary magnetic fiefds which affect the proton

screening. Ríng currents wíll be dealt with more fu.lly

in the next section.

The observed screening constant Ó- *y now be

represented (e8) as

("\) f:6"*6,+f.*Ç.
O¿ : diamagnetic shielding of the nucleus.

ó p : p."..agnetic shieldíng of the nucleus.

O o : shielding due to the field produced by

the magnetic moment s induced in other

at oms .

ec
: contri-bufion from interatonic currents.
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C - CIIEIfiCAI ,SHIFTS IN PROTON MAGNET]C RESONANCÊ

For a proton, with only a single I:€ electron¡

the range of chenÉcal shifts is the smal1e st of al.l.

nuclei (approximately 1O p.p.m.). Therefore, the

electronic shielding is very smalJ. relative to the shielding
of the heavier nuclei. For protons, diamagnetic shielding
is important. Paramagnetic shielding, which arises from

the rrixing of gror:rrd and electronically excited states

induced by the appfied field, ìs very smalJ- .
\

The cbrem:L cal. shif b Q wiJ.J- be a f r:nct ion of the

electron densily aror:rrd the proton. ConsequenlJ-¡r¡ any

changes in the electron density w:ifl be reflected by a

change in the chemicaf shift. This has been ill-ustrated
by Meyer, Saika, and Gutowsky ("9), who have deterrn-ined

the proton shifts of vanious organic compouads, with
protons present in many different chemical- environments.

ït has al-so been observed that there is a rough

correlation between proton acidity and the chemicaf shifl .

Very acidic protons appear at fow fiefd whereas highly
shiel-ded protons, as in methane, appear at high fiel-d.
This is only a very rough correl-ation. Very often
anomali.es appear. 'These have to do with the low

shielding of the proton, due to its fone efectron.
Therefone neighbouring atoms and electnons in distant
parfs of the moJ.ecule wifl. have a large effect on ùhe
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proton shielding consta¡.t. A.n exampfe of thÍs is the

acetylenic proton. This pr:oton is chern-ically more acidic

than the ethylenic proton, yet experimentally is for:¡rd to

be only sÌightly l-ess shiel-ded than the proton in ethane,

and much more so t,han the proton in ethylene. Another

anomal.y occurs with aromatic protons, which appear to a

much lower field than would be expected from their

acidities. The shift of the aromatic protons may be

explained by the ring current effect, whife the aeetylenic

proton shift is explained by the magnetic ani-sotropy effect.
These effects wil-l now be discussed. in mÕre detail .

f. Ring Currenls

Î¡Jhen aromatic molecufes are placed in a strong,

external , magpetic field applied perpendicufar to the

plane of the molecufe, theJf electrons, røhich are free to

circulate, will precess arorüid the direction of the fiefd.

The aromatic ring then behaves as a superconductÍng loop

of wire (30 ) . The Tl electrons r.rndergo bhe Larmor pre-

cession wi-i;h an anguiar frequency Øf :

("") (J: eHo

?m@.

For 1¡enzene, wifh

current i is
("3) i

six ff electrons, the resufting ring

3ezïo
?llmc
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where e is the charge on the electron, m is its mass and

c is the velocity of 1ight. The direction of ffow is
such that the magnetic fiefd set up inside the ring is
paraI1el to Ho and opposed to it. Consequently, the
fines of ffux outside the ring at the protons are along
the field, and thus give rise to a negative contributíon
to the screening constant of the arornatic protons. These

protons then resonate at a much lower value of the
appl-ied fiel-d. as compared to, for exampÌe, the protons

in cyclohexane, (fígure 2).

l'"

Figure 2: Ring Current Modef of Benzene.

\,cú
t,ttIt
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Pople (27) has made a simple estimate of Ëhe

magniLude of the secondary magnetic field at Ëhe proton.

He assr¡ned that the magnetic field rnay be approximaËed

by a magnetic dípoLerll at the centre of the ring. He

Ëhen studied the effect that thís dípole has on the

shieldíng of the ring protons. The dipole is wrítten as

^22.-(24) ,/r: *: # ,

where A is Ëhe area of the benzene ring and a is its
radius which may be approximated by the C-C distance.

The dipole lies perpendí cular to the ring so thaË its
field opposes the external magnetic fíeld. The secondary

magneLÍc field Hr. at the proton due to the magnetic

dipole will therefore be
tt(zs¡ Ht : z& .: '"'?-5" 4"*Ñ - 2^æ '

where b is the C - H distance and R: a + b is the

distance of the proton from the centre of the ríng.

If the appliecl fíeld is in Ëhe plane of the molecule,

the electrons are not free to circulate. Therefore

averaging over all possible orienËatíons of the molecule

with respect to the external fíeld, the ring current

conËribution to the screening constant becomes (dividing

equation ( 25) by 3Ho)
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(26) oÇ: "'*'^ "
z*"2R3

Pople has calculated the difference in the

shift between benzene and ethylene protons to be -1 .75

p.p.m. as compared to the experínrental value of. -L.4
p.P.m.

{faugh and Fessenden (¡t) recalculated the ring
current effect using the free electron model . On this
basÍs, they found Ëhat A6-: -2.2 p.p.rn. The negative

sÍgn denotes that the rÍng currenË shift ís to low field
\.,7i th respect to the ethylene resonance.

To check this value experímentally, l,r1augh and

Fessenden found the difference in shift between the

benzene protons and the eËhylenic protons of cyclo-

hexadiene-lr 3 ín carbon tetrachlorÍde to be 1.48 p.p.m. I

wi.th Ëhe benzene protons appearing at lornTer field.
Schaefer and Schneider (32) redetermined this difference
in shÍft, using cyclohexane as a solvent, and found Ít
to be 1.5 p.p.*. , in agreement ü/ith the value of lalaugh

and Fessenden. This difference in shift is the ring
current shift for a single aromatí c ring.

Jonathan et al (33) have studied chemí cal shifts
and ring currents in condens ed ring hydrocarbons, for
which they cal culaËed the rÍng current effect boËh

Ëheoretically and experimentally. They found the agree-

ment between the two sets of values Ëo be only fair. The
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calcul-ated shifts are al'hrays too large, since the cafcu-

fation overestimates the ring current effect. Ït was

also fou¡rd that, for a fused ring system, one can not

assuine that the current intensity in each ring is the

s aine as in benzene. For such molecules a greater portion

of the electron cr;rrent circufates around òhe periphery

of the molecul.e and the ring currenl within any one ring

may dÍffer from that of benzene. Therefore, as the

nrunber of rings increases, the theoretical evafuation of

the ring current becomes more difficult and less reliabl-e

2. MaEnetic AnisotrQÞY

Magnetic anisotropy has its origin in the field-

induced diamagnetic or paramagnetic circul-ation of electrons

on the neighbouring atom or the bond joining the neighbour-

ing atom to the proton in question (34). If the magneti-

zaLjon of this neighbouring aton' (or group) is highÌy

anisotropic in character, the component of the secondary

fiefd at a neíghbor:ring nucleus wlfJ. not be averaged to

zero by molecufar motions. fhis wi l-l- make a contribution

to the measured chemicaf shift of this nucfeus. For a

finear diatomic mol.ecule, for example a hydrogen halide,

an external magnetic field wil-I have a different effect

on the efectrons of the molecule, depending on lr¡hether

the molecular axis is aligned paralle1 to or perpendicular

to the external- fi-eld. Since the C-X bond has cylindrical
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s¡nûnetry, free diamagnetic circulation of efectrons

occurs when the bond axis is oriented parallel to the

applied field. For this orientation the proton is dis-

pf aced to a higher f ield than expected. 'lrlhen the appJ-ied

f iel-d is directed at right angles to lhe C-X bond, free

diamagnetic circulations are híghly hindered. For thís

orientation, the resulting locaI fiel-ds are small .

therefore when an average is taken over all possible

orientations of the molecule ï/ith respect to the external

field, lhere wi-ff be a net proton resonaJLce di-splacement

to high fieJ-d "

In the treatment of nagnetic anisotropy, the

currents on the neighbouring alom X are replaced by

point magnetic dipoles at the centre of the atom and the

effect that this dipole has on the neighbouring proton ís

then investigated (25 t?6). In the case r/üh ere the X atom

has cyJ-indrical s¡rmmetry al-ong the bond axis wiùh the

proton being sbudied, the magnetíc sus ceptibilitie s para1l.eJ-

and perpendicufar to the bond axis are respect iv elry f ,, and'

/t . The resulti-ng contribution to the screeníng

constant e is then gíven bY

(z?) a6-= A+ G - 3 co"Z e) .
3RJ

a 5 i. the change in the shieldíng constant due to

the magnebic anisotropy of the neighbouring group, and
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(e7") aX= Xn- Xt
R and e define the position of the nucleus under con-

síderation relative to the position of the point dipole.
From equation (2?), it is seen that a6- is zero when e

is 54o 45?, and wil-J- be posítive ( díamagnetJ-c shielding-
resorÌances shifted to high field) or negative (para-

magnetic shieldi,ng), depending on whether g is larger or

smal-l-er tha¡ thi s vaLue .

Pople (26) has considered the diamagnetic

anisotropy of acetylene, due to the magnetic ani-soùropy

of the triple bond. Tf the fiefd fies along the

mol-ecular axis, large diamagnetic currents may be induced

in the mol-ecule since the Jf electrons are free to precess

around lhe magnetic field direction with the Larmor

freqirency. A fiel-d perpendicular to. the molecul_ar axis
induces large paramagnetic currents, due to the rn_ixing

of the grormd state with tfre 6--+ If excited sbates.

Replacing the electron current at the carbon atoms by

magnetic dipoles paraflef ùo and in the direction of the

applied field (paramagnetic effect) causes the lines of
ffux of the dipole to be opposite to the direcÈion of
the applied field at the protons. The net effecb is a

shielding of the protons.

The magnitude of the proton shift due to the

magnetic anisotropy of substituent groups is hard to

estimate accurately. However, protons close to the
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anisotropíc centre wíll be affecËed the most due Ëo

1

the ¡þ dependence ín eqiration (27)" fn ni trobenzene

for example (35), the magnetic anisotropy of the nitro
group has an effect on the ortho protons, but at tshe

meta and para positions Ëhe effect ís almost negligible.
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D - SOLVANT EFF]ECTS

Large protorì chemical shifts may arise from

the large magnetic shielding or deshiefdi-ng of a nucleus

due to the medium in vuhich the molecul-e is found (36).

To measure the absolute val-ue of the solvent effect on

the solute proton shift, the sofvent shÍfts shoul-d be

measured as departures from the chemicaf shifts in the

gas phase. Since the number of molecufes lvhose spectra

have been obtai.ned in the gas phase are limited, the

shift is corrected for the solvent effect by sludying

the solute ín an inert solvent (n-hexane, cyclohexane,

carbon tetrachl-oríde ) , with the shift values extrapolated

to infinite di]ution.

Solvenl effects i-n proton rnagnetic resonance

have been studied theoreticafly and summarized by

Buckingham, Sehaefer and Schneidel. (3?). They treat Èhe

observed screening constant S as the sum of the

screening constants for the isolated mol-ecule (çgr"),

and tlie screening constant. due to the presence of the
l-sofvent r O sofvent. Thus

- 
H-Ho(2S) Osotvenr: -ç; ,

where Ho is the applied field strength producing resonance

in an isol-ated gaseous molecuJ.e, and H is the f iel-d

required to produce resonance in the medium.
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The screening conslant t=ol.rurrt is made up

of several effects. 1Ve may wri-te

GÐ 6.o1,,",,t : 6b * Q * q. q .,- 6"'

6 O = contribution to 6 due !o the bufk

diamagnetic susceptibiliLy of the solvent.

6 .. : contribution to 6 due to the solvent

magnetíc anisotropy.

6 w : contribution to 6 arr" to the van der \¡rTaal s I

ínteraction between solute and solveni; molecufes.

Oe' : contribution to 6Au" to the reaction fj.e]-d

of the solvent, which becomes very important

for polar solube molecules a¡rd is known as the

rtpolar effectn.

6c:contributionto6a,,etospecificmo1ecu1ar
I

interaction or complex formation in lhe

solution.

When a liquid sample is placed in a magnetic

fiefd with an externaf reference, a correction involving

the difference between the bulk diamagnetic suscepti-

bifities of the reference and the sofvent rnust be applied.

Tlie sol-venl molecules are diarnagnetically polarized. This
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poaarízatíon will have an effect on the solute molecules

present in the solution due to the production of secondary

magneti-c fiel-ds. Consequentlyrl,'¡hen externaf references

are used, the sus ceptibilitie s of the reference sofution

and the sol-ution beinE studied are differenl . Tf the

sample is contained in a spherical tube, this contribution

is zero; if the sample is contained i-n a cyJ-indrical tube

the contribution b ¡, is given by (3?) 
'

(30) (G).vri'a 
"r: ?n/o

where Xris the volume magnetic susceptibility (38).

No correction is required when internal references are

used, of course.

2. Anisotropy in i:he Susceptibilitv
of the Solveñt 6'a,

Magnetic anisotropy effects have been discussed

previously for aromatic (benzene) a¡d linear (acetylene,

or carbon disulphide) molecufes. Vfhen solvent effect

studies are carried out in any of these solvents, the

observed shifts may readily be explained by the anisotropy

in the shape and öhe diamagnetic susceptibifitíe s of the

solvent moJ.ecules. Buckingham et al (37), classify the

anisotropy in the shape into tvro extreme cases, narnely

into rrrod-shapedìtt a¡d fldisc-shapedø solvenö molecul-es.
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ltlith disc-shaped solvent molecufes (benzene),

the most favourable configuration of the sofute molecufes

with respect to the solvent is immediately above or befow

'bhe plane of the ring. In this position, the sol-ute lies

as cfose as possible to the sofvent mofecule. However,

the benzene ring has large, induced magnelic moments r¡¡hen

the ring is at ri-ght angles to lhe fiefd. Since the

induced moment is diamagnelic, an increase in the shielding

of the sofute nucl-eus occurs, with a resu.fting solute

proton shift to high field.

Schneider (39 ) studied Nhe chloroform proton

resonance shifts in benzene and found that the chforo-

form proton resonance appeared nearly f p.p.m. to high

fiefd as compared to the chloroform prcbon resonance irl a

dil-ute solution of chloro_form in cyclohexane (cyclohexane

is taken as an inert sol-venl). The facl that a high field

shift of the proton is observed in benzene may be explained

by the presence of the anisotropy in the diamagnetism.

The chloroform proton is kept above or below the plane

of the benzene ring by a weak hydrogen bond between the

proton and the benzene Tf efectrons, thereby placing it

in a region of increased shielding (figure 3).
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cr\ c}o
I
I

hl
I
I

Figure J: Formation of a weak hydrogen bond between

chl-oroform and the benzene Jf electrons.

Another example involving a different type of
Ínteraction is given by Schneidey (39) and is illustrated
by acetonitrile when ít, is dissolved in benzene.

Schneider observed that in the benzene solut,ion the

acetonitrife resonance has been displaced to high field
by 56.8 c/s (aL 60 Mc/s) refative to the acetonÍtrife
resonance in neopentane (assume that neopentane is an

inert sofvent in which there wifJ- be no specific inter-
action of the so]vent and the : acet,onitril_e molecufes
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other than the weak van der ldaals interactions). This

high field shift nay be explained by an induced dipole

interaction of the acetonitrife wiùh benzene. Since

benzene has a large polarizability in the plane of the

ring, the dipole is induced as shot¡¡n in figure 4. The

resulting attraclion wilf focate the methyl group over

the aromatic ring in a p¿ef-g¡.re¡! mutual orientation.

Consequently, this group appears in the region of increased

shielding, and the proton resonance is shifted to higher

fiefd .

Ht.-
H-ìc- c 

- 
N!

U/t-

Pigure 4: Interactj-on of acetonitrile with the

benzene Jf electrons.
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T¡úl:en dealing with rod-shaped solvent moleeules,

which have a high magnetic susceptibility along the

internucl-ear axis, a net decrease irl. shielding is observed

for the sofute proton resonance which leads to low-fie1d

shifts. TLre most favourabfe configuratíon for a solute

in such a solvent is either above or below the rod,

rather than at either end* The solute molecule therefore

fies in the region of deshiel-ding, due to the paramagnetic

effect induced in the bond when it l-ies perpendicular

to the external field. A.veraging over al-f possible

orientati-ons of this rod in the fie1d, the net effect is
to cause a low-field shift from the resona¡t field in a

compÌetely isotropic medium.

Buckingha:n et af (3?) derived a relationship
for 0a for disc-shaped and rod-shaped solvent moJ.ecules.

Using this relationship, they predict a low-fiefd shift
of -0.5 p.p.m. for methane ín CS2, relative to methane

in hexane. The observed shift is -0.42 p"p.m"

J. van der 'l¡/aaf s Forces 6-w

In 1937 t London (4O) desci.ibed forces of i-nter-

action between completely non-polar molecules, calling
them dispersive forces. They were explained by saying

lhat if one fooks at the electronic motion ar oi.urd a
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non-polar molecufe (N2, 02) over a finite length of time,

no interaction is observed. However, at any one instant

of time, an instantaneous attraction may be observed due

to the fluctuating efectric fiefd of one molecufe inter-

acting v'¡ith bhe instantaneously induced efectric moment

in a neighbouring mofecufe. These dispersive forces

are present in both polar and non-pofar molecules, but,

since ùhis interaction is very slight, in polar mofecufes

it is outweighed by other interactions.

The attractive forces will depend on the

magnilude of the induced dipole momenl and hence on the

polari.zability of the neighbouring molecule: Ïn inter-

molecular sofvent êffects, shifts due to 6-, u.*.

important and cause low-field shifts (37). Intermolecul-ar

dispersive forces are befieved to affect the shifts in

two ways .

(a) Interaction between the sol-vent and the

sol-ute in its equilibrium configuratiôn causes a

distortion of the efectronic environment of the nucl-eus.

this distortion causes an expansion of the efectron cfoud

abou! a nucleus and hence leads to decreased nuclear

magnetic shielding. A rough ..correlation between Qoo

and the nunber of electrons in a sofvent molecule may

be expected.

i.:,;
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(b) Molecular motion at moderate temperatr:res

feads to a time-dependent distortion of the s¡rrnrne try of

the C-H bonds, and hence to a negative shift. tfhen

çrside attackfi of the bonds is possible, this effect may

become very important. This distortion of the bond

s¡rmmetry increases the paramagnetic effect, and con-

sequently deshiefds the nucleus.

Marshall and Pople (4:-) have carried out a

cafculatíon of the nuclear, magnetic screening of a

hydrogen atom placed in an el-ectric as well as a nagnetic

fieJ-d. They for:nd that the magnetic screêning of the

nucl-eus by the efectrons is reduced in alJ. directions

by the appficatlon of a u¡iform efectric field, the

reduction being greatest when the magnetic field is per-

pendicular t'o the electric field. The decrease in the

shielding constant þ due to D * is thus explained by the

parlial. removal of electrons from the vicinity of the

nucleus by the efectric fiefd.

The dispersion effect has been studied by

Buckingham et af (3?), who measr:red lhe shift of lhe

proton resona!.ce signal of methane dissofved ir:. various

sol-vents, refative to the shift obtained for gaseÖus'i

methane. For sofvent mol-ecul-es having a negligible

diamagneti-c a!.isobropy, a simpfe finear cornelation between
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the ttsolutie¡-gastt methane proton shift and the van

der I[aa] s interaction energy may be expected. But lhe

van der I{aal s interaction energy can not be evaluated

directly. Assuming a close proportÍonality between

solvent-so1vent and solvent-solute mol-ecul-ar interaction,

an índirect measLLre of molecu].ar interactíon between the

solvent and methane moJ-ecules is the heat of vaporizalion

of the solvent at its boilÍng point. Plotting the proton

resonance shift of methane in dil-ute solution in various

solvents againsl the heat of vaporization of the solvent,

Buckingham et' al- (37) obtained a línear plot for non-polar

and isotropic solvents. They observed the expected

increasíng shift of the methane resonance to fow fiel-d

wi-th íncreasing interactíon between the methane and

solvent moIecu].es.. .Aromatic and rod-shaped solvent

molecul-es displayed tlre usual- deviations.

Schaefer, Reynolds and Yonemoto (42) have recently

suggested that intramolecular van d.er 'Vfaals dispersÍve

forces may al-so cause fow-fi-eld shifts. These forces

explain the anomalous shifts of the ortho C13 atoms and

protons in hafobenzenes, the ortho methyJ- protons in
t

mesitylene, bhe o( -protons in methyl halides and the Iow-

field shifts of the I -p"otot= , fi -protons and I -"'3,' l. f

atoms in ethyl halides. Tlne {. -C-) shÍfts in mebhyl

and ethyl hal-ides can be
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attributed to magnetic anisotropy effects of the

C-X bond.

These intramolecular van der -l,t/aa1s dispersive

forces are probably brought about by the same two

effects thal cause intermofecular dispersive forces.
The first effect invofves an interaction in the equilibrium
configuration which causes a distortion of the electronic

environment of the mrcleus. The second effect may arise

from internal- rotations and vibrations of the sub-

stituent group r,rrhi ch may induce a time-dependent

dÍstortion of the C-H bond s¡rmmetry.

¿i. Polar lEffect 6-E

ïf a polar mofecule is dissolved it w-ifl.

polarize the su-rror:nding solvent mol-ecules" This pol-ari-

zatior. leads to an efectric field - the mreaclion fiefdt?

R - at the dipoÌe. .The effect of this reaction fiefd
is to cause a secor.dary polarization of öhe sofute

dipole òo an extent depending on the polarizability of

the sol-ute mofecufe. ff the sofute molecul.e is
sufficiently symmetricdl , then the reaction field will

be paral-leJ- to and proportionaf to /,1, tihe permaneïr.t' ./-'
dipole moment of the sofute mofecul-e. Reaction fiefd

effects have been studied by Buckingham, Schaefer, and

Schneider (37), Buckingfiarn (2ô), arÌd Hruska, Bock and

Schaefer (43 ) .
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.¿\n estimate of the vafue of the reaction fie].d

can be obtained from the Onsager nrodel (28) in which bhe

sol-ute molecul.e is represented by a sphere of radius r

containing a point dipole of moment ,/l aL its cenfre in a
./

continuous medium with a üniform diefectric constant I .

The reaction fiel-d n is (e8)

z(e-r)s(31) E:GE+il;3:

l,'here

ß?) s:l+ ¿R .

n is the refractive index of the sol-ute for sodir;m D

light and m represents the totaf dipole moment of the

sofute in the medium. ¿/, tn" polarízabílity of the

sphere, is defined as

ß3) ¿! : ("2 
= 

t) -"3 .
l]k+¿

Diehl- and Freeman have carried out sim-ilar

calculations for solute molecufes of el]-ipsoidal shape (44).

The ínfluence of an elecfric field on shieldÍng

parameters has been studied by l'{arshall and Pople (}11 ),
and Buckingham (a8). l.{arshall and Pople fo r¡¡rd bhe

reduction in the shielding of atonrlc hydrogen proportional

to the square of the applied electric fiel-d f. The
2

dependence on E" is required for s¡nnmetry reasons since

a reversaf of the field cannot change the sígn of the

shielding parameter of the atom"
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Buckingham (28) f or:¡rd that the effect of a

fiefd acting along an )(-H bond w:ilf either increase or
decrease the efectron density at the proton, depending

on the direction of Í. A field perpendicular ùo the
X-H bond destroys the axial s¡rmmetry of t,he bond, leading
to a reduction in shielding. However, a 5change in the
direetion of the fiefd E should not change the sign of
the shiefding constant. Hence, the net resufl is a low
f iel-d shift proporlional to 82.

Buckinghamls treatrnent gives a calculated con_

tribution to the shielding of a 'proton in an X-H bond of

(3ü 0B : -.e cos e - b'z,

where I is the magniùude of the field, e is the angle

between the *-H bond axis and the direction of the field,
and a and b are constants. For the constants, Buckingham

obtains a value of a : Z.O x lO-f2 and b : I.O x 1O-19

e.lectrostati-c units, Musher (45) quotes theoretical
and experimental- values ranging from Z.O to 3.4 x lO-12
electrostatic r:¡rits for a and suggests ?.38 x l-O-19

efecùrostatic u.nits fìor b, r,r¡hile Hruska et al (43 ) obtain
val,ues of a: f.3 and 1.6 x lO-12 electrostatic ruiits.

Combining equations (31) and (34) yields the
contribution to t-hè. shielding of the X_H proöon due to
the reaction field R
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3Ð 0":- axro-12 ?Wâeosþ,
where Q is the angle betweef and the X-H bond. The

EZ term is neglected since, in the most extreme case, it

is only 8j6 of lhe ]-inear term (43). Equation (35) p"u-

dicts a linear variation of the proton shielding wilh the

diel-ectric fr-r¡ction of the medium

(l
, (.'-l .(--=----=J.

?L +Tá
ß6)

Since for most solutes (sofid or fiquid) n?.r¿ e.5 (?8),

equation (35 ) become s

r- i., td-rl
ß?) b" : -a x to-r¿ T;E + 2.5)

cos þ

where Buckinghamts value (28) for ¿ is

Very often in sofutions, strong, specific

interactions between solvent and solute take place. An

interaction between a proton on one mofecule and a F, O,

N, or Cl atom on a¡other molecufe is known as hydrogen

bondins (46).
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Hydrogen bonding causes a low fiefd shift of

the prolon invol-ved. The proton shift is afso for¡nd to

be dependent on the temperature and lhe degree of difution.

Increasing the temperature or decreasing the concentralÍon

tends to shift the proton resonance ào high field, since

the degree of associalion is decreased by both of these

effe ct s ,

In hydrogen bonding, the proton is efectro-

statically attracted to the electronegative group. three

general effects must be considered which would account for

the proton shift.
First of alJ- , the formation of the efectrosbafic

bond decreases the el.ectron density arouJr.d the proton and,

at the same time, inhibits the diamagnetic círcul-ations

aboùt the hydrogen aùom. Both of these effects predict a

red.uctíon in screening áÍrd. hence a shift to low fiefd.

Secondly, the formation of a hydrogen bond wif1.

make the proton shift dependent on the elecöron cir-

cul-ations around the electronegative atom. This is an

anisotropy effect, which sLrould give rise to a high field

shift (corresponding to the intramolecular neighbour-

anisotíopy effecl). Since the hydrogen bond lenglh is

usual1y much greater tha¡ the intra¡rolecufar bond distances,

then it is seen from equation (27 ) that this effect wif].

be small . Consequently: any high field shifts, if present,

are hidden by the large 1ow fiefd shi-fts arising from

electrostatic effe ct s .
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The third effect that mus t be considered is

the formation of a ctrarge transfer complex of the type

x- ... H - Y+.

Such a complex requires the donation of electrons from

the Y molecule Ínto the X-H bond, whích leads to an

íncrease of the electron densÍËy on the hydrogen atom.

Thus the formation of such a complex rnzould caus e a high

field proËon shift which, if presentrís completely

masked by the elecËrostatic effect.
lrlhen charged ions are present in the solution,

large electrostatic forces, símilar to the ones present

in hydrogen bondíng, also exist ín solutíon. This bond

formaËion can be referred to as íon pair formatíon,

counter íon attraction, or ion associaËion. The existence

of ion pairs ín solution is seen from Ëhe deviations from

ideal behaviour of conductances and acËívities of ionic

solutions (47,48)

Regarding the Ëheories of ion associatÍon,

Bjerrun (49) foun¿ thaË the distance for whích the

probabiliËy of finding an ion at a gÍven distance from

an oppositely charged ion ís a mi nimun ís given by

(ss¡ q
.2,. Z. e2

=4128,o, '
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where Z. . Z . = valencies of the t\n7o ions.yJ
e : unit of charge.

t : dielectric constsant of the solvents.

k : Boltznann constanË.

T : absoluËe temperature.

g : distance of separatíon of Ëhe charge centres.

Bjerrtnn proposed thaË ions separaËed by a

distance smaller than q should be treated as ion paÍrs.

4.11 other ions are asst¡ned to be in the free staËe. Con-

sequently, íf the sr¡n of the ionic radii exceeds q, then

ít is assr¡med tlrat the ions are completely dissocíated.

Therefore Bjerrr:mt s equation gives a qualitative estimate

on Ëhe possibility of ion pair formation.

Reynolds and Schaefer (48) sËudied proËon

exchange reactions of substituted anilínes in Ërifluoracetic

acid. They found Ëhat q is approximately seven Ao for the

acíd molecule. Since the dístance of closest approach of

charge cenËres of the anilinir¡n ion and trifluoracetate
ion ís approximately t\,ro Ao, then aniliníum trifluor-
acetate can definiËely exist as ion .,pairs. These íon

paÍrs can only be formed between the anilinir¡n ions and

the trifluoracetate Íons íf there are no directly inter-
vening solvent molecules. The trifluoraceËic acid

molecules are quite bulky and may solvate the two íons,

but must noË prevent the close approach of charge centres.

.,-*.iîË",Ð\
{ ".,.,r^.å

k=e/
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From equation (38) Ít is seen that the

diefectric constant of the solvent affects ion association.

The larger the dielectric constant, the more easily do the

ion pairs dissociate. The solvating power of the soôvent

and the sofvation properties of the ions must also be

considered. It is know¡r that smal1, highly-charged ions

are easil-y sofvated. Hence an increase in the solvation

of the individual i.ons relative to the solvation of the

ion pair will decrease the possibilíty of ion pair

formation.



Chapler III

ËL.ECTRON DENSTTY AND THE CHË]VfiCAL .SHTFT
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A. - FIRST ORDER APPROXII\4ATION

It Ís known that the chemical shift of aronatic
ring protons tends to reflect the T[ electron density on

the carbon atom to which the proton is bonded. Thís is
most readily seen by the fact that in substiËuted benzenes,

strong el ectron-releas ing substituents increase the
shíeldÍng of the ríng protons, vThereas elecËron_wiËhdrawing

substituents decrease the shielding (35).

Fraerikel , Carter, Mclachlan and ß.i chards (50)

were the first to provide evídence for a simple,
ernpirical , línear relationshÍp (as a firsË order approxi-
mation) between the proton chemical shift A6-relative to
benzene for an aromatic system, and the local excess

charge A( on a carbon atom adjacent to the proton Ín
question. (On substituting equation (19) ínto equatÍon (20)

the relaËionship between the change in the screening consEant

A6and the proton chemical shift å may be obtained. This
relatíonshÍp is of the formÁ6(p.p.rn.) : 5', - q :
ò <r - Ç), rh"r" 6 

" 
a" rhe screening consranr of the

proton being studied and e, t" the screening constanË of
Ëhe reference proton. Since for protons 6 is of the
order of 10-5, therefore z\6 

"r,¿ 5 may be used ínter-
changeably. ) This relationshÍp is given as

( 3e) a6: r. ag
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The chemícal shíft A6is gÍven in units of parËs per

míllion from a benzene reference, and the excess TT

electron density A( is gíven in fractions of an electron.

Èenzene Ís chosen as the basic reference both for the

proton cherní cal shift and the excess charge density since

the Ïf electron density on the carbon atoms ís unity.
Therefore Ae:0. The chemí cal shífË is positive for
proton resonances appearÍng to higher fíeld frorn the

benzene resorì.ance, and negatíve for resonances at lower

field. By this convention the constanË k, which is
determined experirnentally, is posítive (32).

Fraenkel et a1 (50) in their sËudy found the

consËant k to have a value approximately 10 p.p.m. per

electron. Spiesecke and SchneÍder (5f), in their
determination of Ëhe TÏ electron densítíes in azulene

'tQ
from C*" and proton resonance shift.s, determined k to
have a value approximately 10.6 p.p.m. per elecËron.

Schaefer and Schneider (ZZ) studied the elecËron density

distribution and proton magneËic resonance shifts in
aromatic systens" They re-determíned the value of the

constant experimentally under a wide range of conditions.

Error limits \47ere also set on its value. The constant

was determined by these authors to have a Value of
10.7 + 0.2 p.p"m. per electron.

The constant k may be determíned in two ways:

(a) ly measuring4Çfor systems in which Â(
is known, and

(l) Uy forming positive or negatÍve ions.
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(a) nre besb method of evaluatÍng the constant

k is based on the proton resonance shifts of the iso-

electronic series cycl-opentadienyl anion (C5H;), benzene

(c6H6) and the tropylium cation (C?H;). The excess TT

efecfron density in each case is known. The proton

chenricaf shifts of this series have been measured originaÌly
by Leto, Cotton, a¡d hlaugh (52), Fraenkel et at (50) in
their determination of the consta¡rt k, and by Spiesecke

and Schneider (51). These shifts were confirmed by

Schaefer and Schneider (32) who also ínvestigated the

possible sofvent and ion association effects.
Tn t,he above serie s of compornds each molecuf e

has six J[ electrons to contribute to the ring current.

The radii of the rings are so similar that the screening

constant is, in every case, afmost the same. Tn the two

ions, CqHq and C,,H;, the aromatic ring current is taken- ) ) ( .l-

to be the same as in benzene and only small. corrections

are appJ-ied to al-Iow for the effect of differing ring
size. After applying these smal1 ring current corrections,

Scbaefer and Schneider (32) for.¡¡d the shifts to be

-l-.98, O, and +l-.?3 p.p.rÌ. respectively for C7n|, Crn6,

and C-H!. The excess fi electron densities A( aret)
-O.I43, O, and +0.2O. These val-ues for the proton

chemical shifts !ùere obtained after various ' . -sa.lts in

severaf sofvents at various concentrations were examined,

and correspond to the proton shift of tropylium bromide,
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be¡zene, and cyclopent,adienyl fithium in acetonitrife.
The constant k was determined by plotting the chemicaf

shift vs. the excess T[ e]ectron densit,y. The best straight
line through these points gave a value for k : 1O.? t O.a

p.¡:,rL per efectron (32).

ïn this series of compou-nds, the question of
smalf differences in the degree of hybridization of the
carbon orbitafs in the 5-, 6-, and f- membered aromatic
rings must also be considered.. This will_ make some

conlribution to the measured. proton shifts, but the
magnitude of this effecl cannot be reliably estimated (32).
For thís reason Schaefer and Sehneider concfud.e that the
constant k has a ¡alue of fO.? t 0.2 p._p.m. per electron,
but a more flrealistic errorÍ;r may be approximately
+ 1.0 p.p.n. per electron.

(¡) ffre second method of evafuating the
constant k involves neasuring the proton shi-ft,s of
aromatic ions rel-ative to the proton shift of the
corresponding neutral mol_ecufe. The total TT efectron
densityis aftered. by exactly one unit charge. Consequently,
i.f the difference is obtained between the proton shÍft of
the aromatic ion,,r,and the neutral mole cule , the sum of
ùhese shifts over atrl_ the protons of the molecufe must

correspond t,o A?:1, and therefore Z AÇ, : Zk,L-T
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I.4ac]-ean and }4ackor (53 ) deternined the excess charges

in carbonium ions, and ar:iived at a vafue for k equal

to 13.4 p.p.m. per electron. However, using a proper

correction for the ring current, i;he vafue of the constant

k as derived in this manner becomes 11 .8 p.p.m. per

electron (32). This 1s a seff -consi stency check on the

val^ue of k obtained by studying the series C5Hl, C6H5t
+

and C,"H-.

Schaefer and Schneider applied the finear

relati-onship to cal-culale the efectron densities on

various carbon atoms in many aromatic syslems. Using

the vafue of k : 10.f, Lhey compare the efectron densities

derived from the proton shifts with those obtained by

theoretical- means. ft was fou¡d that in afl aromatic

systems that were studied, the measured proton ihifts

when used in equat.ion (30) always gave bhe correct sign

of the excess charge Âp. This is strong evidence in

favour of the l-inear rel-ationshi-p, at least as a first

order approximation .

Among the systems studied b¡¡ Schaefer and

Schneider was the pentafenyl dianion which consists of

two fused five-membered carbon ríngs. Since the two

carbon atoms joining the two rings do not contain a

bonded proton, their TT electron densities cannot be

directly detern::ined experimenlally. However, the e.Iectron
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density of these two carbon atoms may be obtained from

the experimental shifts indirecüly. Since the efectron

densities on aff the other carbon atoms are knov¡n from

chemical shift measurements, and l9þe totaf excess

charge on the dianion is two, the efectron density on

the two carbon atoms in question may be deterrn-ined by

difference. The efectron density det,ermined in this
manner agrees very welJ- with the electron densíty obtained

by molecular orbital caf cu-lations. This is further
evidence as !o the validity of the approximation that is
made in postulating the linear refationship (equation Jp),
and at thre same time serves as a rrseff -eonsi stencyt!

clreck on the value of the constant k.

Schaefer and Schneider found that in at feast
one case the electron densities which were determined

from the proton resonance shifts did not agree with the

theoretical el-ectron densitíes. For the non-alternant

hydrocarbon acepleiadylene, which contains f,our: aromatic

rings in a pyrene-type structurg, il was found that there

was a preference for the excess electron charge to reside

in the 7- membered ring rather than in the 5-membered ring
at the opposite end of the molecule, as is indicated by

simpJ-e Huckef MoJ-ecufar Orbitaf calcufations. The reason

f or this is presently not kno.r,rzn -
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Further disagreement has also been observed

between the experimental a¡rd theorelical el.ectron

densities for the pyridinium ion. The protonation of

pyridine has been studied by proton resonance techniques

by Smith and Schnei-der (54). The deberrn-ination of

el-ectron densitj-es of this ion and the discrepancies

that have been observed wllf be discussed in a later

section.

Various other workers have confirmed lhe

presence of a relationship between the proton chemicaf

shift and the excess charge densities on the adjoining

carbon atoms in aromatic systems.

Zweig qf aI (55) have studied the proton

resonance spectra of the methoxybenzene s . Tt was f otrrrd

that a plot of the aromatic proton chemical shift against

the calculated charge densíties at attached ring positions

in nineteen methoxybenzenes gave a straight-1ine. these

resufts reaffirm the underlying relationship expressed

by equation (39) and the proportionality constant of rlzfo

p.p.m. per eJ.ecòron for aromatic ring protons.

llaack and Doran (56) nave applíed the finear

relationship i-n their determination of efectron densities

of aromatic organolithir::n compormds. Their vafues are in

reasonabl-e agreement hrith SCF vafues. Sandef and Freedman

(5?) for:nA good agreement for the Tl efectron densities of
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aryfmethyl carbani-ons as calculated from the proton

chemical shifts with those from mofecular orbitaf

ca]-cufations.

Scþaefer and Yonemoto (58) have recently

applied the finear relationship for the fÍrst time to

an aliphatic system. i-n their study of the gas phase

proton shifts of substituted ethylenes. Using values

for the excess charge Âp obtaíned from theoreti-cal

cafcufations, they obtained the contribution to the

chemical shj-ft due to this excess charge using equation

ß9). This contribution was added t,o the shifb due t'o the

electric dipole origínating from the substituents, as well

as to the contribution arising from the magnetic fiefds

from a point dipole representing the magnetic anisotropy

of the substítuents. The sum of -t}r.ese three effects yield.s

values for the chen::ical shifts which were found to be in

reasonabfe agreement w:ith the experimentaf shifts.
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B - PERTURBING EFF]ECIS

Four perturbing effects must be considered

before equation (39) may be applied to the evaluation of

focal TT efectron densities. These effects contribute

to the experimental proton shifts in addition to those

caused by the aftered electron density. Large con-

tributions arising from.:any one of these effects

seriously 1¡¡i¡ the- reliability w:i-th which the el-ectron

density can be evaluated. Corrections may often be

applied to the measured chemicaf shifts. Tf not, the

perturbing effect can often be lessened, or altogether

removed by the proper choice of experimental- conditi ons.

Schaefer and Schneider (32) sumrnarize the se four effects,

which are:

(a) tfre magnetic anisotropy of substituents

or of hetero aloms in the aromatic ríng,
(b) ring current effects of neighbour rings

ì-n polycyclic aromatic compor:frds,

(c) ion association effects of aromatic ions,

and (d) solvent effects.
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(a) Magnetic anisotropy, whích has been

discussed in Section II C ?, is the most difficuft to

correct for. The contribubion to the screening constanl

4S-aue to magnetic anisotropy is given by equation (2f).

The magnetic anisotropy due to the effecb of

substituent groups on an aromatic ring cannot be esti-
mated very accurately. As seen from equation (?7), a

substituent group will- affect mainty those protons in the

anomatic ring that are close to the anisotropic centre.

In nitrobenzene, lor example, the magnetic anisotropy of

the nitro group has a large effect on the ortho proton

shift, but at the meta and para positions the effect is
almost negligible.

Hetero atoms in aromatic rings aJ-so complicate

the derivation of electron densities from proton chern-ica1

shifts. BaldeschwÍe1er and Randalf (59160) for:nd that bhe

magnetic anisotropy of the nitrogen atom in pyridine gives

rise to a slight ulshielding contribution to the resonarlce

shift of the ortho protons. It rn¡as obse:rved that on

protonation there is a large l-ow fiefd shift of the meta

and para protons, vshil-e the orLho proton resonance is

Iitt,Ie affected when a comparison is made between the

proton shifls in pyridine and the pyridinium ion. This was

also observed by Smith and Schneider (54). Baldeschwiel-er

and Randall have suggested that the signals from the

ortho protons of pyridi-ne are affected
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by a large pararnagnetic contrj-bution to the magnetic

susceptibiliby due to the low-Iyíng n-rlf* transition.
Therefore, on protonation, the addilion of a positíve
eharge to the pyridine molecul-e l_eads to a d.isplacement

of the meta and para proton signals to J-ov¡ fieJ-d by

1.0? p.p.tn. and. 1.2? p.p.m. respectively, w.hereas bhe

ortho proüon signal ís shifted to low fieJ-d by only
o.25 p.p.n. (54). The paramagnetic contribution to the
magne!íc wusceptibility of the nitrogen atom may also
explain the hígh fíefd shi.ft of the N14 r."o.u.nce signal-

on prolonating pyridine. The actual- value of the shift
ís I?3 + 11 p.p.m. (59, 60).

GiJ. and MurreLf (61 ) have attempted a quantitative
estjmate of the contributions to the proton and nitrogen
chem:ical. shifts in pyridine and the pyridinium cation.
They are able to show that tle high fieJ-d shift of the
nitrogen signal- on protonaÈing pyridine can indeed be

accor-ur.ted for by the large paramagnetic contribution to
the suseeptibilit,y of the nitrogen atom. They ealculaüed
the change in the paramagnetic eontribution on the nitrogen
chern-i cal- shift on protonation Lo be )l p.p.m., a value
wttich fortuit.ouSly- agrees, sínce many approximations have

to be made, with the experimental_ shift of l-Z3 + 1I p.p.m.

Gil and MurueJ-J. al-so considered the changes in
thre proton chenrical- shifts in pyrídíne due to the
differences beùlveen the magnetic susceptibility of the
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carbon and nitrogen atoms, as well as due to the sub-

stitution of a ) - H dípo1e by a nitrogen dipole arising/
from the lone pair electrons. They calculaùed that the

ortho proton signal- in pyridine wil.l- be shifted to J-ow

field by 0.33 p.p.n. and the para probon sigrral to high

fieJ-d by O.Ol p.p.m. relative to benzene due to the

difference in the magnetic alisotropy of \'- \\-
)^ arlcl /L-.

The meta protons are shifted to J.ow fieJ.d by O.O1 p.p.m.

relabive to benzene. Âs a result, the ortho probon

signal in pyridine is expected to J-ie about 0.36 p.p.m.

to J-ow field of the para proton signal. Evaluating the

change in the proton shieldíng from an el_ectric fieJ-d aù

the protons on replacinU . )C - " 
dipoJ-e by a dipole-/

associated w:ith the nitrogen lone pair eJ.ectrons, it was

found that the contributions to the chemical shifts vyere

-O.52, -6.19: and -0.14 p.p"m. respectively for the ortho,
meta, and para protons. The predicùed dÍfference in the

shift between these protons (qp -Çl t* thus O.?4 p.p.m.,

as compared with the experimental value of 0.93 p.p.m.

ït is thus seen that the J.ow shielding of the

ortho protons in pyridine, nelative to the meùa and para

protons, is appreciably influeneed by both the magnetic

anisotropy of the nitrogen atom and by the loc¿1 dipple
moment associated wiÈh the nitrogen J-one pair electrons.
After correcting the observed pyridine proton resonance

shifts for the above effects, and assuftring thaö the
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remaining part of the shifts can be correlated w:tth the

1[ electron density at the attac]red carbon atom, Gi1

and Murrel.l- derive Tf electron densities. for the pyrídine

molecul-e using the value of k : 10 p"p.m. per electron.
This TI electron distributíon is found to be in good

agreemenf with the theoretical Tf electron densíties
calcu-l-ated by Brown and Heffernan (62). In lheir calcu-
lations, however, the contribut j-on to the prot on chernL.ical.

shift arisíng from the T[ etectron densities on the ring
carbon atoms other than the attached carbon atom, .or

that arising from the change in the reaction field due to
the polarization of the medir¡n has.- not been taken into
account (61 ).

Êil and Murre]I have al_so calculated tlie
changes i-n the proton screeníng constant i,rrfr"r, \C * H

ís replaced OU t)* - H)+. Their results indicale an

al-most complete absence of paramagnetic effects in the

pyridinir:rn Íon, which have such a large influence on the

ortho protons in pyridine. This in part explains the

small shifù of the ortho proton signal- of pyridine on

protonatíon relative to that of the meta and para

protons.

(¡) RinS cllrrent effects can be corrected. for
much more easily than other magnetic anisotropy effects.
Ring currents have already been discussed in fuJ-J- detail_

in section ïI C 1. Several important points must be

mentioned here however.
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Since benzene has been chosen as bhe basic

reference, no ring current corrections are required for

monocyclic syslems. For five or seven membered rings,

the correcòíons are smal]- and introduce little error"

However, for a poJ-ycycJ-ic ring system, -the resonance

shift of a particufar ring proton must be corrected for

the ring currenl of neighbour rings to bring lhe shift

in line w:ilh the benzene reference. Schaefer and

Schneider (3a ) f ormd lhat the correction 6. fo* a parti-

cular proton due to the ring current in a neighboring ring

may be expressed as

(40) 6. : rt.o

where a (in eo r:nits ) is the radius of the neighbouring

ring, and R (i-n -iUo uriits ) is the distance of the proton

being considered from the centre of the neighbouring ring.
The contribution to the shift due to the ring ",rrr.rrt $"
is expressed in p.p.m. For bícyclic systems this

correction is accurate to wj.ühin 0.1 p.p.m. For larger

molecules, however , the nr.imber of corrections i!.crease

and hence the errors begin to mount.

(5)
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(c) ¡efore efectron densitíes may be detern::Lned.

for aromatic positive or negative íons from proton

magnetic resonance shifts, ion association effects must

be consid.ered.. These effects have already been mentioned

in section TI D 5. The cor:¡rterion wifl cause a :shift, of
the proton resonance of the aromatie ion being studied.
Thís effect is most important wíth snall. aromatic ions,
and in íons where the charge is J.argely concentrated on

one atom in a moJ-ecule (anilinium ion). lilíth larger-

ions, in vyl:i ch the charge is dÍsplaced over the whole

molecu1e, coirnterion association effects are mueh smafler.

fon association effects may be núninrized by a high degree

of dilution of the ionic species with a sofvent of high

dielectric constant.

(d) Solvent effects wil]- afso influence the

chemical shift, and hence lhe determined electron
densities (secüion Il D).
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C - SECOND ORDER J\PPROÏÏMATÏON

'l¡firen a comparison ís made between öhe experi-

mentalJ.y derived charge dístributions for an aromatic

system with that calculated from simple Huckef molecul-ar

orbital- calculations, it is seen that the latter calcu-

J-ations tend to overemphasi ze t},e charge differences at

various carbon atoms in a mol-ecu1e. The experímental

electron densities indicate that the excess charge tends

to be more r.miformly distributed over the molecu].e (32).

This may be explaíned. in terms of a T[ *Ç ínteraction.

Since the proton resonance responds to an

al-tered Tf electron density on a carbon atom due to an

essentially electrostatic polanization of the C - H $-

bond, it is also possible that the 6 bon¿s to neighbouring

carborÌ atoms wil-l- similarly be polarized, thus contributíng

to the resonance shift of their bonded protons. Therefore

the densities derived from proton resonance shifbs give

a measure of the combined J.ocal- densÍty alteration in both

the 6- and TI- efectron systems, whereas the densities

calculaled by simple moJ-ecuJ-ar orbital- theory yield an

ttidealizedtt local density for the 1T electron system on1y.

For neutnal molecules this basic difference is

not very pronor:nced. However, for aromatíc íons, where,,

the excess charges are greater, t'he dífference in the

resulting density disbributíons is íncreased. Consequently,

for aromatic ions, as weJ.J- as for heterocyclic aromatic
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mol-ecules, or molecufes conlaining highly polar sub-

stituents which would create strong electric fields at

the protons due to bond dípoles (hydroxy-benzene s ) , the

simple linear relationship between the excess charge Af

on the carbon atom and the chem:Lcal shift ae of the

bonded proton from benzene ís consídered to be a poor

approximation (45, 6I, 63, 6+).

Tn order to bring the electron densities as

derived from the proton chemicaf shifts into better agree-

ment with theorelical electron densities, the simple

linear relationship (first order approximation) has to be

modified. Two correctíve factors may be o-rought ln

( second order approxirnation ) .

First of aff, a term proporlional to the square

of the fiel.d arising frorr the excess charges should be

taken into account. The eomplete expression for ühe

change in the proton screening due to a perturbing fiefd

E is given by Buckingham (28), equalion (34). This

relationship includes lerms that are first and second order

with respect to E. frfarhhalJ- and Pople (41 ) note that the

second order term calL be accounted for by lhe distortíon

of the hydrogen Ìs orbital by the efectrostatic field

arising from the excess charge, whereas the linear term

originÉrle s from bond polarization.
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Musher (l+5) fru" " included a term proportional
.^2to E- in the l-inear relationship (equation 39) in

calculating the proton shift measurement s of CtH! and

C-Hj, which were determined by Fraenkel et al (5o).'1 ',.'

He was also able to calculate the effect of an EZ Lerm

on the carbonium ion proton shifts as studied by Maclean

and l4ackor (53). The resulbs indicate that the s qu¿ì.re

term is faírly important when dealíng with aromatic ions,

due to the very large fields involved.

The second effect which must be considered is

the field at a proton arising from the Jf electron

densities on afl the other aloms in the molecule, as well

as from the charge on the carbon atom to which the proton

is bonded. Schug and Deck (63), in their study of the

proton chemical shifts and the f[ electron distribution

in ttre hydroxy-ben zeÍLes, ind.icate that a more general

expression to replace equation (39) shou]-d be of the

form

(41)
^G 

: I, kt (aPl,

where {Si is the chemícal shift of the ith proton, and

the sum ís over aJ-J- atoms lhat contain.fi electrons.

At present, the most sophisticaLed treatment

Õf e stimat ing the value of the chern:iea-l shif t due to an

uneven distribution of J[ e]-ectrons ín an aromatic

system is the one adopted by Schweizer 9! gf (64), *tto
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consídered the effect of charge densities on prolon

resonance shifts in terms of a field effect. Not on].y

is the excess TT charge at the carbon atom to which the

proton ís directly bonded taken into accourlt, but the

polarization of the C - H bonds due to the excess charge

densities on al]. the other aloms in the molecul-e is afso

included (63). .A term in the square of the fiefd

arising from lhe excess charges (45) i" a]-so considered"

Schweizer g[ a]. considered Buckinghamls

equation for fiel-d effect calculations
2(34) aÞ : ^aÈz - hE",

wtrere .AÇ is the shift relative to benzene for the proton

in question, E, ts lhe electric fiel.d along the C - H

bond direction, and Ë is the fieJ-d aö the proton in

question. Rewriling equation (¡4) itt terms of the excess

charge densiùy A(t and interatomic distances, Schweízer

et al obtain the exPression

(+z) AG !?.5 x

where A0" is the excess T[ efectron density at the ith

atom, Ri is the distance (Ao ) from that atom to lhe proton

in question, and ei is the angle belween the C - H bond

and the electric field direction. The value of the

constant a, which is used in equation (34) i" z.60 t Io-!2

electrosùatic r:ni!s, v¡hich is close to the value of

10-6ã€."" ei - rz.o -'"-uF#?l

:¡:.:r:t lii:li
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- ^-r?z.o x 1o ** obtained by Buckingham (a8) and. Z.) * lO-fZ
obtained by Musher (45). Musherts value for b

(?.38 x 1O-19 elecÞrostaùic rinits), which was obtained
from l{arshall- and Poplers (4f ) cal_ culation, was used.
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D - PYRÏDINTUM CAT]ON ELTCTRON DTNSTTTES

Smith and Schneider (54) stu¿tea the protonatíon

of pyridine in trifluoracetic acid using proton resonance

techniques. They observed, in addition to the:riing

protons, a triplet signal characteristic of a proton

bonded to a nitrogen atom. The tripJ-et spJ-i-tting arises

from spin coupling of the N - H proton w:ith lfte n14

nucleus having spin S : 1. The spin coupling consfant was

found to have a value of fO cycles/sec.

Smith and Schneider determined the low fÍeId

displacement for the ring protons of p¡rridine on

protona!Íon, whi-ch arise from the decrease in electron

charge density at_ the individual carbon nuclei as a

result of .¿cldíig : the positíveIy charged proton at the

nitrogen atom. .Applying equation (39), w:ith the constant

k equal Lo 9 "5 p.p.m. per electron, the excess charge Af ,

by vriri ch the J-ocal. charge density of pyridine is altered

on forming the pyridinium catíon, was calculated. The

val-ue of the Tf electron density on the nibrogen atom was

obtained by normalization, since the total charge on the

ion (+f ) as well as the excess fl' electron density on each

carbon atom is known . This va.lue::rwas compared with the

efectron densj-ty obtained by comparing the N - H proton

shift in conjr.mction with that in pyrrole as a reference

state. Using the sa:ne value of k as for aromatic C * H
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bonds, Smith and Schneider derived an electron density

for the nitrogen atom which vvas ín fair agreemenl with

the value obtained by normalization.

This latter procedure ís very rough_ since

pyrrole is nol an aromatic moJ-ecule, and consequently

is not a good reference. The N - H proton shift in
pyrrole must be corrected for the ring current effect
which would be present if pyrroJ-é ï¡ere an arom¿.tic system.

There is a large uncertainty in the magnitude of this
correction. ÀIso, the constant k is expected to have a

different value for an N - H bond as compared wibh the

value for an aromatic C - H bond (65).

The agreement between the electron densitíes

for the pyridinium cation as obtained from proton resonance

shifts (3", 54) with those cafculated theoretically by

Bror¡¡n and Ìleffernan (62) is poor. It is observed experi-

mental.ly that the ortho protons resonate at lowest fieJ-d,

foll-owed by the para protons while the meta protons appear

at highesl field (Table IV) . Molecular orbítaI calculations

indicate on the other hand t,hat the para protons are the

least shielded, followed by the meta proùons, v*rile the

ortho protons are most highJ-y shielded (tab1e 1.V)(6").

For the pyridinium cation, due to the presence

of a net positive charge, Gil- and Murrell. note that a poor

approximation is made by as surn-ing tLlat the proèon chem:ical

shift is influenced only by the T[ electron density at the
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attached carbon atom. The electron densities on a1]- ühe

other ring atoms must al-so be taken into accoun¿. However,

taking into consideratíon the fiefd arising from bhe

]-ocalized charges on al-l_ carbon atoms results in poor
agreement of the theorelical elect::on densibies with
the experimental- shifts. ït was therefore postulaüed that
the cor.i¡rterion, present in the sol-ution being measured,
must have a very large effect on the experi-mental proton
shifö s .



Chapter IV

N¡,TIÍRE OF THE PROBLTM
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The object of thís research is to present

experimental evidence ifl_ustrating the fact that the
cor:-nterion may play a large part in delerlrining the
proton resonance shifès of the pyridinium cation.

Proton shift,s relative to inèernal benzene

of pyridine hydrochloride, hydrobrorn_ide and hydroiodid.e

are studied in various solvents. Cal_cufations based. on

various models involving the counterion are carried. out,
which suggest, Èhat the cor:¡terion is very important in
deternriníng the measured proton shifts. By means of
these models, an attempt is made to explaín why the
shifts predicted by the theoretical calculatíons for the
isolated pyridínir:m catíon (6a) Ao not agree with the
experimental probon shifts ßa, 54¡.



Chapter V

EXPERTMENTÄT, METHODS
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A - PREPARATTON OF SAITS åND SOLVTNTS

I ê^_t+^J. uctrvÞ

Pure pyridine hydrochloride, which is extremely

hygroscopic, vlras prepared by passing dry hydrogen chloride

gas into a solution of pyridine in anhydrous ether (one

part by volume of pyridine to three parts of ether). The

ethereal solution was coofed in an ice bath lo prevent

the large heat of reaction from boiling the mixture. The

salt was filtered off after precipitation was complete.

Hydrogen chloride gas h/as obtained by the action of

sulphuric acid on dry sodium chloride, and was dried by

being passed through sulphuric acid before coming in

contact with the reaction mixture (66 1 67).

Pyridine hydrobronr-ide was prepared as the

crystalline salt by neutralizing aqueous hydrogen bromide

(48Ø) with pyridine (6ð). The excess water was then

evaporated r.rnder vacuun on a water bath. The salt was

moderately hygroscopic, but nol t'o the s ame degree as

pyridine hydrochloride .

Pyridine hydroiodide was prepared by extracting

a solution of pyridine j-n elher \^ri-tln 47 i8 hydriodic acid

in several- operations. Tþe aqueous solution was then

evaporated urrder vacuu¡r on a water b atin (66, 69).

Pyridine hydroiodíde was not visibly hygroscopic.
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Al]- of the above salls were washed with

anhydrous ether, then dissolved in absolute afcohol and

recrystallized several times by bhe sJ.ow addition of

anhydrous ether. The safts were completely dried by

pumping the sa]-t in vacuo in a vacuu.m dèsiccalor¡, in whieh

they were kept al.J- the èime.

2. Solvent s

The solvents used were spectroquality methylene

chloride and aceèonitrile from Matheson, Coleman and 8e11,

and specùroquality nitromethane from Eastman Kodak. They

were not purified further .

Formic acid was further purífied however (?O).

Eastman Kodak practica.l formíc acíd. (g?+%) v/a s dried

first of all with anhydrous copper sulphate, and was

final-ly pr.rified by means of fractional freezing. The

observed freezing point was 8.J-oC as eompared with the

literature value of 8.4oC (70). The dielectric constant

of the purifíed acid was experímentally determined to be

6J, as compared w:ith the dielectric constant of rv 8O for

the r:npuríf ied, practical grade reagent vr¡hich contains

water. Experimentally however, the proton spectra,

including the N - H proton spectn:.:n, did not differ

noticeably in the two cases.

The dielectric conslants for the other sofvents

were obtained from reference ?1 for ?5oC.
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B - MEASIIREMENT OF THE SPNCTRA

AlJ- measurement s of the proton chen:ical- shífts

were carried out at ZJoC, usíng a Varian DP6o spectro-

meter operating at 60 Me/sec. Chern-i ca1 shifts, using

the standard audio sideband technique, v!/e re measured with

a Hewlett-Packard aud-io oscillator and an efectronic

counter. The calibratíons were carried out relative to

internal benzene. Samples were conlained in glass sample

tubes of ,11 mm inner diameter and 5 rnm outer diameter.

Results are the average of between six to ten ru¡.s.

The solubility of the three sal.ts in nonpolar

solvenbs is very 1ow. The proton magnetic resonance

spectra were take4 on 3 mole Ø solutions, whenever possible,

in the sofvenls methylene chloride, acetonitrile, nitro-

methane and f oi:mic acid. ¡¡fhen the solubility was fess

than 3 mole 'ß, saturated solutíons were used.



Chapter VI

ETPERTMENT.AJ- RE SIITT S

,:.Ìì::rt
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A - DETERMINATION OF TI{E CHS,IICSL SHIFT

The ring proton shifts were obtained by

determining the centres of gravity of the multiplets
arising from the three types of ring protons. These

shifts are listed ín Table I" The multipleËs corres-
ponding to Ëhe ortho, meta and para protons hTere assigned

on the basis of the observed splittíngs. The assigrnnent

was in agreement with the one proposed by Smith and

SchneÍder (54). A proper analysis of the proton spectra

implies an A.ZB 2C approach. However, from Table I it is
seen that the shift between protons orËho to each other
is not less than 0.5 p.p.m. A.lso, sÍnce the coupling

constant for proËons ortho Ëo each other is approximately

8 c/s, while the meta and para coupling constants are

stÍll smaller, the spectra were Ëherefore treaËed as

first order (72, 73). In Ëhis way the error Ín the shífË
ís approximately one, or perhaps two c./s, and is
iertaínly less than 0.03 p"p"m.

A typical ring prolon spectrtnn Ís s hown in
Figure 5 for pyridine hydrochloride in meËhylene chloride.
The vertical línes Índícate the estimated shifts of the

C - H protons. fn several of the other solvents, however,

part of the meta peak multiplet was covered by the

solvent peak. But the meta proton shift could still be

determined, excepË in the case of pyrídine in formic.. ,'

acíd. In this case the meta proton multiplet could not
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be observed aË all, since it was compleËely covered by

the solvent C - H peak. fn several of the solvenËs, only

six peaks, and not níne, were observed for the para proton

multiplet. The small low-field tríplet was hidden under

the ortho proton peaks. The shift could still be

deËermíned accurately, however.

From Table I it is seen that the C - H proton

shífts are always in the orderÂÇrrno < aÇ"r. <AQ,.r".
This same order is observed for the C - H proton shífts of
the pyridine protons ( 73) . Averaging over all salts and

all solvents, the C - H proËon shift í"âÇ.t'o = -1.5310.12,
AÇ.r, : -0.78+0.13 and a6oar, :-l .30t0.14 (in p.p.m.) to
low field of benzene. The error limits indicaËe the maximum

observed devíation for any salt in any solvent. From

lable I it is seen that for the C - H proton shifËs there

ís no rational trend in shift wiËh respecË to salt,
solvent, or the dielecEric constant.

N - H+ proton shifts were determined by esËÍ-

mating the centre of graviËy of the peak and calibrating
Ëhis positíon hTith respect to ínternal benzene. Since Ëhese

peaks are fairLy broad, Ëhere was some uncertainty in
determining the exact position of the centre. The standard

deviation was found to be under one cycle.

Eor NH+ protons in solvents oËher than formic

acid, only broad single peaks were obËaÍned. This indí-
cates thaË an exchange process is goÍng on, probably lrith
traces of water present in the solutíon. The N - H+

proton shift was found Ëo depend strongly on the counËerion
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FIGI]RE 5

The proton resonance specËrtm of a saturated

solution (< 3 mole %) of pyrídine hydrächloride

in methylene chloride. The relative peak intensity

in arbítrary units is plotted as a function of Ëhe

external magnetÍc field H, which increases linearly
from left tg right across Ëhe spectrurn. The

calibration is ín p.p.m. to low field of internal

benzene. The vertical línes indicate the estímaËed

shÍfts of the C - H protons"
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FIGURE 6

The proton resonance spectra of a 3 mole %

solution of pyridine hydrobrornide in formí c

acíd (purífied). The relative peak íntensÍty
in arbitrary units is plotted as a functÍon of
Ëhe external magnetíc field H, which j.ncreases

línearly from left to right across the spectrurn.
.L

The N - H' proËons are calj.brated in p.p.m. to
low fÍeld of ínternal benzene.

-l-PyH indicates the pyridiniurn catÍon proton
resonance position.
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present in the solutíon as we1l as on the particular
solvent (fa¡te t). The proton shifts are lowest for
the hydrochloride and highest for the hydroiodide.

fn formic aeid, a triplet is obtaÍned for the
N - H+ proton for both pyri.díne hydroehloride and

pyridine Liydrobromide. In these two cases the N - g+

protons do not exchange. From the observed triplets
the N14 - H coupling constant was d.eten¡nined to be

67.6 + O.5 c/s. Tn Figure 6 a typical spectrum of
pyridine hydrobromíde in formic acid (purified) clearfy
ill-ustrates the observed triplet. AII the peaks are
J.abel-J-ed. Of special interest are the C13 sidebands

from the C - H proton peak of the solvent. These Cf3

sidebands were used in further calibrations, v¿Ïri ch wi].l-
be described in lhe next section. No N - H+ proöon peaks

wene observed for pyridine hydroiodÍde on for py,ridine Ín
formic acid. The hydroiodide was afso studied in trí-
fl-uoracetic acíd wit,h the same negati_ve result.

The choice of benzene as an internal standard
reference in determining both the N - Hs and the C - H,

proton shifÈs has been justified. The position of bhe

benzene proton resonance was d.etermined in al1 four
solvents with respect to internal eyclohexane. Cyclo_
hexane was chosen since it is an i-nert ,solvent and. not
subject to a ring current effect. The difference in
shift between the benzene proton and the cyclohexane
proton resonance remained constant in al-J. four solvents.
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B - EFFECT OF I4¡ATER TN SOLVENTS

As the experimental proton shifts were

determined, it was observed öhat traces of waber in
solvents other than formic acid had a large effect on

the proton, shifts. Consequently, expèriments were carried
out to deterrni-ne the effect of water on the proton
spectrum of pyridine hydrochloride in methylene chloride.
The results are tabul_aùed in Table fT. A plot of the
N - H+ proton shift in p.p.m. irelative to j.nternal-

benzene as a function of water concentration is given in
Figune f. The resufts Índicate that the C - H proton

shifts were not much affected whereas the N - H+ proton

shi-fts were strongly shifted with t,he addition of very
sma1l amounts of water to the solutíon. This large
shift is doubtlessly due to the rapid exchange of the
N - H-f proton with ùhe water protons.

This was not the case with formic aci-d solutions.
ïihen pyridine hydrobromide was söudied ín both highly
purified and reagent grade formíc acid (which contains
some water)rthe N - H+ proton shi-ft was the same in both
cases. C - H proton shifts also remained r-:rrchanged.

The experimental resulLs indicate that there is
a la4ge r.mcertainty in determining the water concentration
(fable If, Figure f). In solutions which are not saturated.
with respect to water ( ( O.0 mol_e %), this error arises
from the exper imental procedure (weighíng out the solutions).
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The solubility of water in methylçne chloride, however,

was determined to be approximately 0.6 mol-e fi by

comparing the C13 sideband intensity from the solvent
with that of the water peak. Since the natural abr¡¡r -
dance (1.108ø) of Cf3 j-s known (?4), tfr. total number

of water protons and hence the sofubility is afso known.

Several problems arise in this detern:Lnation.
First of al-l, the fj-eld has to be scanned rapid1y to
rainimÍze saturation. Secondly, the sol_ubility of water
in methylene chl_oride is not necessarily the same when a
salt is also present in the sofutJ.on. This- became evident
when a saturated sofution of sodium chloride and water in
methylene chloride r¡¡a s prepared and the experiment of
comparing peak intensities carried out. Tt was found that
the ratio of the intensity of the vrrater peak to lhe Cf3

peak was much smal.J-er bhen salt was present in the solution
as compared to the case when sal-t v¡as absent.

The experiments determining the effect of waùer

on the proton shifts were carried out on 3 mole I solutions
of the hydrochloride. Ihe soJ-ubÍl-ity of pyridine hydro_
chloride in methylene ch]-oride is under 3 mo].e % v¡hen an

anhydrous solvent is used. However, when traces of water
are added to the solution, the solubility of the salt
increases to an extent of at least J moJ.e %. (The experi-
mental proton shifts were determ_ined with respect to
i-nternal- cyclohexane. To these shift values, the
difference in the shift between a benzene and a cyclohexane
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TABLË fÏ
N - H+ PROTON SHIFTS OF PYRÏDINE HYDROCHLORTD]E IN
METHYLENE CHLORTDE TN PPM TO TO,!ì/ FTELD FROM TNTERNAL
BENZENE AS A FUNCTION OF V\TATER CONCENTRATION

hlat er
Concentrat ion
(mole i8) ^6- -N-H'

0.26 + o.10

^ 
2r' -L ^ 

_ì a\v.Jl I v.rv

0.4? + o.1o

^ 
Ft f ar 'l^v.-)-) -!- v.-Lw

o.60*+ o.10

'" Solubility of water in CH2CI2

7 .56

5.84

5.5r
6.aè

4.98



FIGURE 7

A plot of the N - H- proton shifb in p.p.m.

relative to internal benzene of pyridine

hydrochloríde in methyfene chloride as a

fu¡ction of water concentration. The

uncerLainty in the water concentratíon is

estimated at * O "I mole %.
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reference in methylene chloride was added. Consequently,

lhe proton shifts as gíven in Table fI and Figure f are

with respect to benzene ).

Several attempts were made to determine a good

value for the N - H+ proton shift in bhe absence of water.

First of a].l, the strpight line in Figure 7 was extra-

polated !o the ordinate. The poinù of intersecùion

eorrespondstotheN-H+protonshíftinacompJÉe1ydry
media. Thís however did not give a reliable va1ue of bhe 

t.
proton shift due to the large uncertainty in deterncining

the water concentration.

The second approach that was attempted was one

involving chemical ex.change studies. Tlhen watçr is
present in a solvent, proton exchange between the

pyridinium cation and the water mofecules is so rapid that

separate O - H and N - H*resonarÌces are not obtained. For

this reason, in all solvents excêpt formíc acid single

peaks were observed for the N - H+ proton resonance. fhis 
:,

resuft may be compared with the work of Oee (75) v¡Ìto

studiedtheprotonresonanceofaqueousa¡rrnoniaand

super dry ammonia. He for:nd that,anhydrous annonia gave

a triplet resonance pattern, correspondj-ng t'o thg three

spin states of the Nf4 nucl-eus. However in the presence

of water, exchange of protons between the ammonia and

water mol-ecules was so rapid t'hat the spín-spin spJ.itting

is washed out and a single peak was obtained.
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From exchange stud,ies, the N - H+ proton
shifl in a dry solvent nr,ay be d eterrn:ined using the
rel-ationshÍp (76)

(43)

where

(4ga) + rì :lHzo -N-H+

0 ,n i" the mean che¡ricaI shift of the N - H+ proton in
a solution saturated. with water, 6-_ ^ 

u_rrd Ç*_"* ."u
the chem:ica1 shifts of the ..r.* .rrltlhe N-H+ protons
respectively rt'?ren these substances ane present ín the
solvent by themselves, and. PHAO .rd pN-H+ represent the
number of protons Ín the water and salt solutions capable
of undergoing exehange .

Therefore, this procedure \^¡as tried. The shift
of the water protons in met,hylene chloride was determined
and the solubility of the water was krror,wr f"orn C13

measurements. The N - H+ proton shíft of a 3 mole %

sofution of pyridine hydrochloride ín methylene chforide
saturated with water was also determined. Cónse.quently
all the va::iables ane knovm, except 6 nn_** wkri ch may

thus be calculated using equat¿on (43). This procedure
was rmforturrateJy not very reJ-iable due öo the large
ulcertainty in detepn-ining the ruater concentration in a

solution containing both salt and w.ater.

6- 6-m HrO Hao
or-n* ÇN-H+'
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The problem of determining the N - H+ proton

shift in the absence of water may be solved, however.

Salts and solvents shoufd be dried as weJ-l. as possible,

and should only be handJ.qd in a dry box. But N - H*

proton shifts al.so depend strongly on the counteríon due

lo ion .pair formation, and on the solvent, as wefl as

on traces of water in the solution. Since elect::on

densíty deterrringtions are obtained. from the C - H

proton shifts. trhich are p[ sensitive to small amor.¡nt s

of water, this aspecù of the problem was not pursued

any further .



Chapter VII

DTSCUSSTON OF RÊSULTS
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A - DTRECT D'ÎTTRMINATTON OF EL1ECTRON
DENSTTTES FROM TITE C}TEMTCAL ,SHTFTS

Electron densities at the various carbon atoms

and at tlre nitrogen atom of the py-ridinium cation have

been determined directly from the proton chemical shifts
(fable III) using the simple linear relationship
(equation f!). They have been calcufated by averaging

the proton shifts: by solvent over alf salts (Tab1e IIIa),
by salt over all solvents (tab1e fIIb) and over al]- salts
and all solvents (tabl-e fIIc). Ernor, ].imits have been

calcul-ated and correspond to the maximum deviatÍon ín the

electron density in each case.

From Table III a, b, c, it is seen that the

smal].est deviations in the electron densilies occur in
case a, where ri-ng proton shifts are averaged by solvent

over al-J- sa1ts, sínee these shifts are nearly independent

of t'he cor:nterion present in the solution. However, rÍng
proton shÍfts are st::ong1y dependent on the solvent.

Therefore a much larger deviation in the electron densities
i-s obtained vrhen proton shifts are averaged by sal.t over

alJ. solvents (case b). Fina11y, efectron denskties deter.-

mined by applying the l-inear relationship to an average

val-ue of the shíft over al]- salts a¡rd solvents exhibiü the

maximum deviation (case c). However electron densitíes in
case c are the preferred experimentaf values since sol.vent

effects and effects arising from the presence of the

cou¡terion are taken into consíderation and averaged out.
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The observed e1ectron densities as given in
Table IIIc are in good agreement with those obtained by

studying the proton shift of pyrídine in form:ic acid
( Tabl-e TTId). The electron density on the meta proton

(and hence on the nitrogen atom) could not be deternined

since the meta peaks were completely covered by the

sol-vent C-H proton peak. In Table IIfe the experimental

electron densities are compared with the electron densities
determined from the proüon shift of pyridine in tri-
fluoracetic acid (54). The agreement j.s w:Lthin experimental

error for ùhe orùho and meta carbon atoms, but for bhe para

carbon the deviation is slightly larger.
ïn alJ- lhe above cases the electron density on

the nitrogen atom was detern-ined by normalization, since

the linear refationship (equation 39) was derj-ved for
protons bonddd to a carbon atom j.n the spz state. Con-'

sequently, the maximum observed deviation in the electron
density is the largest for the nitrogen atom.

AlJ. of the experimentaf elecbron densities
(fable ITI a-e ) may be compared with elecùron densities

calculated by theoretical- means (table TIIf). These values

correspond to an average val-ue of the four sets of Jf
elecèron densities calcul-ated by Brown and Heffernan (6?)

for an isolated pyridinium cation. The agreement between

the two sets of values is very poor. Consequently, to
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bring the shifls predicted by the ff densitie s (6e)

into at least lhe same order as the experimental proton

shifts, further effects on the proton shifts must be

considered.
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Table TTf

Electron Densities for the Pyridiniurn Cation Determíned

fr,om the Proton Chem:j-cal Shiftsf listed in Table I and

Comoared wÍth Literature Values.

(a) PROTON SHTFTS .AV]EBAGIED BY SOLV1ENT

solvenl € orrno ( t"r^ e ,^t^ ?t'
c12cr2 o.851to.oo1 o.934+0.oo1 o.889to.oo1 (1.5410.01 )

cH3cN 0.866È0.oo2 o.936to.oo3 0.885+0.004 (1.5110.01 )

cH3Noz o.861+0.oo5 o.926to.o04 0.8?6È0.oo5 (1.55È0.02)

H2co2 o.ô48to.oo2 0.91?to.oo2 0.866È0.oo1 (1.6010.01)

(b ) PROTON SHÏFTS .AVERAGËD BY SA,LT

Sa]-t

py.HCI o.859to.oo9 o.93oto.o12 0.882i0.014 (f.54i9.06)

py.HBr o.855to.or-o 0.92?to.ofo o.878to.ofz (1.56t0.05)

py.Hr 0.858È0.oo9 0.924+0.O1o o.874ao.oo9 (1.56to.05)

:l

I c ) PROTON SHIFTS AVER/AGED BY ' A-T-T AND SOLVENT

0.85?to.o11 o.g"?!o.or2 0.8?9t0.o13 (1.55-ro.o6) :

(d) PRoToN SH]FTS oF Py ÏN HzCoe

0.850 0.866

Table continued,
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Tabl-e fII - continued¡

(.) PRoroN sHTFTS oF Py rN cF3coou3

? ortrro € ,"t^ € rutu € t
0.854 0.915 0.862 (1.60)

(f) car,cuLATEp4rELECTRoN pENSïTrEs (vtescF)

0.949 o.9o3 0.824 r.473

NOTE:

the error l.irn-its for the efectr,on densiùies correspond to
the maximr.¡m deviation .

Abbreviatlotrls :: Py, pyridine; Py.HCJ-, pyridíne hydrobhloÈídç;

Py.IIBr, pyridine hydrobromide; Py.HI, pyridine hydríodide;

VESCF, va::iable eJ-ectronegativity sel-f-corÌsistent field
mo]-ecular orbital-s.

1. Electron densities obtained by applying equation (39).

The value of k employed is 10.? p.p.m. per electron.
2. ll-ectron densities for the nitrogen atom are deter-

mined by normalization, except in case f.

3. References 3?, 54.

4. -A.verage of the four sets of fi electron densilies
given in reference (62).
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B . SECONDARY CONTRÏBUTTONS TO TITE C]Ì]E]!trCAI SHfFT

Severaf effects may influence the proton chenrical

shift besides the excess Tf electron density on the carbon

atom to which the proton is bonded (Chapter III).
The first effect that must be considered is the

magneticanisotropyofthenitrogenatom.sincev!¡emeasure

ourprotonshifbsforthepyridiniumcationre1ativeöo
ìertzene, the replacement of a C-H by the N-H+ entity
inbroduces a magnetic anisotropy contribution to the

cher¿ical shifts. Gil- and Murre].]- (61 ) have cal-culated that
thÍs amor.¡¡t s to noL more than O.O3 p.p.m. at the ortho proton

and is smaller for the meta and para protons. This is smal-J-

enough to be wj-thin the experimental error.
Protonation of pyridine change s the paramggnetic

contribution of the nitrogen electrons. Pyridine has a

low-Iying state which is assocíated wíth an el-ecùronic

transition from the J.one pair orbital to the lowest vac:nü 
,,,j..|fantíbondingorbiba1(lhen-lT*state)(61).ThÍsfow-

energy transition ].ies at about l¡.J eî (6I , 7?). It is no

longer present in lhe pyridinir.m cation, and the proton

can be considered to have increased the ionization potentía1

of the nitrogen lone pair of electrons. This supports the

assr:rnption that the N-H+ bond j-n the pyridinium cati-on is

essenlially a covafenò bond. Consequentll¡ any contri-

bution f rom this source w-il-l be ignored since lhe new $.-r ff*
transition wilf be close to that for benzene (reference)

and is r,l¡l]-ikely to be below ð ev (61 ).
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The ring current effec! need not be considered

for the pyridinium cation, since it has six ff electrons.

The effect due to a sfightfy different ring size from that

of benzene is very small- and wiJ-l affect the ring current

on]-y very sliehtly (32).

Tlre proton shifts in Table I show no clear trend

with the dielectric constant of the solvent. Thus

acetonitrile and nitromethane have the same dielectric

conslant and according to the reaction fieJ-d lheory as

described by Buckinghan (e8) the shifts should be. the s¿me

in the two solvents (at least for the same salt). A plot

of the ortho, meta or para proton shift, wilh respect to

benzene, versus the dielectric fr-urction given in equaùion (36)

shows no correlation between these two variables. This

refationship coul-d not be fu11y tested however since

experiments were carried out in orÌ]-y four solvents w:iùh

high dielectric constants. Consequently the range of

values of the dielectric fr:nction \^¡as very small . A sofvent

of very fow diel-ectric constant could not be used for

reasons of solubility.
The reaction fie].d shifts can be discussed as

foflows. For ühe pyridine molecufe the TÍ electrons are

localized lo a large extent on the nitrogen atom. A Tl

el-eclron dipole w:ill. therefore arise with its negati¡¡e end

centred on the nitrogen alom and the positive end on bhe

ring. For the pyridinium cation a net posilive charge is
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added to the system, causing a Tf efectron shift. This

results in an increase of the Tf electron density on the

nitrogen atom and a decrease at the carbon aüom (62).

Therefore in the pyridinium cation the TÏ efectron dipole

still has the s ame se!.se as ín pyridine. For this reason

the order of appearance of the ring protons ín both

systems is the same, namely 6" ( 6'o < e* tS,*).

From lhe chern-ical shifts given in Tabl-e I it ís

seen that the reaction field of the solvent (28) does have

an effect, though smal-l, on bhe proton shift arising from

the polarization of the solvent molecules by the dipol-e

moment of the pyridÍnium cation. This dipole wiJ-l- polaríze

the surrourrding medir:m and this polarizabíon leads to an

el-ectric field, the reacbion fieId, at the solute (28).

The reaction fiefd tends to shift bhe meta and para signals

to J-ow fiefd (the meta being infJ.uenced J-ess then the para)

and the ortho proton signal to high fiefd. This proton

displacement Ís expected to increase as the diel-ectric

constant of the solvenà increases.

The ortho-para difference in shift is expected

to decrease on changing from a solvenl of 1ow diefectric

constant to one with a higher díel-ectric conslant. the

ortho-meta difference in shíft shou-l-d a].so decnease.

However, the rate of change of the ortho-meta difference in

shift should be less than the rate of change of the ortho-

para difference, since the para protons are affecbed to a
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larger extent by a change in the diel-ectric constant

than the meta protons. The meta-para difference in
proton shi-ft is expected to increase w:ifh an increase

in the dielecbric consLant of the sol-vent.

Tlrerefore the proöon shífts lisfed in Tabl-e f

ü¡ere averaged over aff salts fo:: any one sofvent. The

differences betv'¡een the average values of the ortho,

meta and para proton shifts were then determined for

each solvent. These values are listed in Tab]e TV. The

die]ectric constant of the solvent increases from left

to right across Table IV ( CH3 Cttt and CH3NO2 have ùhe same

constanl ) .

There is a decrease in the ortho-para proton

shift difference (Tabfe IVa) in going from a sol-vent of

J-ow to one of high dielectric constant. This is al-so

observed for the ortho-meta difference in prolon shíft
(table fyb). A comparison of these shifts shows that the

rate of change of the ortho-meba difference is s-maller

than the ortho-para difference, as expected from reacùion

fÍe1d theory.

The metâ-para difference in shift (table IVc)

is not very pronor:nced.

From these results it is seen that the reaction

fietrd does have a slight effecb on the proton shifts but

it is not larger than about IO\S of the observed shifös.
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It therefore appears that the main furrction

of the solvent is as a solvating agent for the counberion.

If it forms a butky solvated complex either with the

cou¡lerion or with the pyridinium calíon, thus removing

the counterion sufficiently far from the cation, the

effect on the proton shifts will be much larger than any

reaction field shifts. Consequently ion pair formabion

affects the electron densities at the varíous positions

of the pyridinium cation, and hence the proton chem:Lca1

shífts, to the largest extenl . fon paÍr formation masks

the expected correfation bet\^teen the proton shifts and

the díefectric fr:nclion (equation 36). This effect wil-f

be discussed in t'he fo1lowíng seclions.
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Table ïV

-Ðrf f erence s in ttte n

¡vri¿ine Hv¿ronafi¿

ldhich Are Used Are the Averaqe Val-ues Over A]-f Sal-ts

in anr¡ Ore Solvenb.

(a) ORTHO.P-ARA DIFFËRENCE

CH2CI2 CH3CN CH3NO2 H2Co2

o.4l o.?o o.t6 o.2o

(b) ORTHO-META DIFFÊRENCE

o.ê9 o.74 0.69 o.73

(c) I4ETA-PARA DTFFERENCT

0.48 o "5t+ o "53 o.54
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C - TON-PA]R FORMAT]ON: EV]DENCE FROM OTHER V|IORK

-1. -Lnlrared spe ctros copy

Lord and Merrifiel-d (78) studied strong hydrogen

bonds in crystals" They found that the ínfrared

absorption spectra of tertiary amine hydrochlorides show

features which indicate the presence of strong N+ - l¡ ...X-
bonds in these salts. A large shift of many hundreds of

"ol-f 
in the N-H stretching frequency of sol-id pyridinium

chloriCe was observed. This shift was afso found to

persist in solutions of the saft. These results indicate

that the strong hydrogen bond interaction, perhaps even

of a covalent character, of the N-H+ entity with the

counterion is afso present in the solution, indicating

ion-pair formatlon.

Chenon and.sandorfy (66) and Brissette and

Sandorfy (79), made an intensive study of the infrared

spectra of anime hydrohalides, including those of

pyridine. For the sofid state and in nonaqueous

sol-vents they found that the obserÍed broad band corre-

sponding to the N-H stretching frequency occurred in the

neighbourhood of 2?OO-2400 cm-l rather than between
_l

3300-3100 cm--, the N-H stretching frequency in substituted

ammonium safts where there is no hydrogen bonding. They

also found that the observed broad band shifts towards

higher frequencies (hypsochromic shift) by about 200 cm-f

going from hydrochloride to hydrobromide to hydroiodide.
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The broad.ness of the bands diminishes in the same order.

These resufts indicate that the type of counterion present

in solution is very imPortant.

The above results indicate that in the solid

state as wefl as in solution hydrogen bonds exist and

",+are or rne i! - .r ' X- type ( Tn wat er they are of the

N+ - H ... O type ). Sandorfy et al concfude that the

energy of these hydrogen bonds comes mainly from electro-

static forces but that del-ocalization of the positive

charge also makes a significant contribution to the

hydrogen bond energy. Spinner (80) in his study of the

vibration spectra of some monosubstituted pyridines and

pyridinium ions reached similar concfusions.

Many other pyridíniun sal-ts with various

counterions have been prepared and their sofid state

j-nfrared spectra determined. Nuttall, Sharp and

Waddington (81) observed that the strong band below

3OOO cm-l (characteristic of N+ - H ... X- hydrogen

bonding) is present for the pyridiniurn halides, nitrate,

bifl-uoride and metasulphonate but for many other safts

this cation-anion interaction is not observed. Kynaston,

Larcombe and Turner (82) studied sol-id pyridinium

tetra chloroborate and also found strong hydrogen bonding

for thÍs salt. Gil1, Nuttall, Scaife and Sharp (83),

Evans and Kynaston (84) an¿ Cook (85) obtained símil-ar
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results for various other safts. Evans and Kynaston

also determined the effect of ortho substituents on the

N-H stretching frequency.

All of these infrared studies, especially of

the hydrohali-des, indicate a strong interaction between

the N-H+proton and the hafide anion. phe magnitude of

this interaction depends on the counterion and for the

hydrohalides it is somewhat fess for the hydroiodide

than for the hydrochl-oride but stilf very strong compared

to the free state (85).

z.@
The crystal structure of pyridine hydrochloride

has been determined by Rèrat (86) from ele ctron-densi-ty

studies. The atomic coordinates have been refiaed by a

least squares treatment. The results indícate that the

pyridinium cation exists as a slightl-y distorted hexagon.

The N-Cl distance ís 2.)J Ao, considerably less than the

sum of the van d.er 'hlaals radii of 3 .3 Ao " The chf oride

ion l-ies O.l-4 ¡.o out of the plane of the rlng along the
-- -_+
N -ll bond darect]-on.

Together with the infrared data, indi-cations

are that the pyridinium cation may exist in sol-ution as

an ion pair with the counterion situated on an average in
the plane of the ring along the N-l{+ bònd direction.
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l. Proton ,tjagnetic Sesonance

Fraenkel (87) ftas studied the formation of ion

pairs of anilinium safts in sofution by NllR techniques'

Proton resonaïlce measurements of the salts of aniline,

p-toluidine¡ p-chloroaniline and their N-methyl deri-

vatives were determined in various solvents and the ring

proton line shapes were found to be strongly dependent

on the accompanying anion. These results strongfy

suggest ion pair formation with, however, rapid exchange

of counterions between pairs. Since the time taken for

transfer is very small- on an NMR time scafe (88, 89),

then the evidence for the existence of the pyridinium

cation in solution as an j-on pair is still valid'

Reynolds and Schaefer (!8, 90) studi-ed the

ring proton chemicaf shifts and proton exbhange reactions

of substituted anilines in trifluoracetic acid' They

found that an ion pair modef predicted shifts of the

ring protons which were in reasonable agreement with

experimental- values. It was afso found that an ion pair

model may be brought into reaction rate studies' the

exchange rates of protonated N, N-dimethylanlfine in trifluor-

acetic acid indicate that the formation of ion pairs

foflowed by an internal transfer of protons explained

the proton exchange reaction mechanísm'
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l¡. El-ectron Spin Resonance

Further evidence for the exj-stence of ion pairs

in solution has been obtained from ESR studies. Reddoch

(91) has studied the proton hyperfine coupling constants

of the azul-ene anion in di.methoxyethane w:ith l-ithium ions.

Their experimentaf results could only be explained in
terns of a rapid as so ciation-dis so ciation equilibrium

between azulene and l-ithium ions.

.Bolton and Fraenkef (92) have recently studied

the ESR spectra of the positive and negative ions of

anthracene. They also found that the anion forms ion

pairs with the alkafi metal cations. Tþe results showed

that smal1 cations l-ike Li+ or Na* are highly solvated

and therefore affect the anion less strongly than the more

weakly solvated cation l-ike K+. This does not appfy to

radical anions with functional groups that can form

relatively tight oomplexes with the counterions. Radicals

such as the nitrobenzene negative ion have been studied

by Ward (93) and appear to form strong complexes with the

alkali metaf cations at the site of the functional group

that compete with the solvation process.
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5. Conductivity De!ê

Aten, Dieleman and Hoijtink (94) studÍed tfre

conductivity and uv spectra of solutions of aromatic-

hydrocarbon neþative ions. Their resufts indicate that

one-to-one ion pair complexes are formed between negative

ion radical-s and al-kali-metal- cations in ether solvents.

They atso found that ionic association increases with an

increase in the radius of the counterion, with a

decrease in the di-electric constant of the sofvent and

with an increase in the temperature.

All of the above data support the assumption

of ion pair forrnatíon at the sj-te of the N-H+ group in

solutions of the pyridinium cation"
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THE COUNTERTON MODELS

1- Efectric Fiefd Calcul-ations

As has been discussed before, the experimental

proton shifts for the pyridinium cation do not fal-l- in

the same order as the shifts predicted from the TI efectron

d.ensities calcul-ated for the isolated cation. In an

attempt to explain the experimental proton shifts, we

consider various models of the state of the pyridiniun

cation in sofution. In all the model-s it is assumed that

the cation exists in solution as an ion pair with the

counterion situated i-n the plane of the ring along the
__ __+ _

1\ -H bond dl-rectaon.

The effect of the fiefds arising from the

various charges on afl- the atoms, includi-ng the counterion,

on the shift of a particular C-H proton have been deter-

mined by an application of eqaation (42)

( )+2) /
-øtF

Ab = H.lxto à
¿

This equatíon hras used by Schweizer (64) ana has been

discussed before. The contribution to the chemlcal-

shift (46), arising from the charges present, is given

in p.p.m. if the excess J[ electron density on atom i
( AP, ) is given in fractions of an electron. The distance

L_L

a?¿4 Øq -,7ox¡t6(++f
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(Rr) of the atom from the proton in question is given

in Ao. The effect on the proton shift on increasing

the d.istance between the counterion and the ring is

taken into account as wefl as the effect of the fíelds

arising from a positive charge placed on the N-H+

proton and at various positions along the N-H+ bond'

The pyridiniua cation was drawn to a large

scafe. The distances from each proton to every carbon

atom, to the nitrogen atom and to the various positions

of the counterion were measured. Distances were also

determined from the position of the single positive charge

to each C-H proton. The angles between the C-H bond

directions and the direction of the fiel-d vectors at afl

the ring protons were al-so determined from the diagram'

The geometry of the pyridinium cation was taken

as a regular bexagon with C-C bond l-engths of 1'39 Ao

and a C-H bond length of 1.08 Ao(95). The N-H+ bond

length was taken as f.O3 40, the same as in the ammonium

ion. This fatter value has been determined by severaf

workers. G.,utowsky et al (96) studied the proton

magnetic resonance absorption of ammonium halide crystaf

powders and determined the N-H+ distance to be I'O35 t

O"O1 Ao. Bersohn and Gutowsk y (97) have examined

ammoníum chforide in monocrystalline form and found this

distance to be l-.032 + O"OO5 Ao. A neutron díffraction
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study of the crystal structure of ammonitlr chloride by

Levy and Peterson (98) gave a value of 1.03 t 0.02 å,o

for the N-H+ bond length, in agreement with the above

rælues.

The crystal structure data for pyrídiniurn

chloride, as determined by ß.erat (86), indicates that

the caËion in the solid state exists as a slightly dis-

torted hexagon, but the use of these data would result

ín relatively sma1l changes in the cal culaËed shifËs,

well wÍthin Ëhe approximaËion inherent in our models.

2. The Various Models

The models that have been considered for the

pyridinirrn cation in soluËion wíll now be discussed.

The results of Ehese ealculatsÍons are given in Table V.

1) This model uses the average of the four

sets of Tf electron densiEies as calculated by the VESCT

nethod (62). The excess Tf electron densities are

A€o: - 0.0s1 , A€^: -o.o97, A(p: -0.176, and

¿f*: + 0.473. The effecË of the polar N-H+ sígma bond

is ignored. The counterion, approximated by a point

charge of AQ: + 1.00 electron uníts, is placed at

various dístances from the N-H+ proton along the N-H+

direction in the plane of Ëhe ring.
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2) This modef differs from the first only

in that it takes the N-H+ bond into account by consÍdering

the additional- contribution from a single positive charge

of one electron unit (Ae: - 1.OO) placed

(a) at the N-H+ proton årid

(b) 0.34 Ao along this bond from the proton"

3 ) This model- assumes that the f[ electron

density is uniþr on all the ring atoms. Otherwíse it is
the same as the second model but the positive charge is
placed (a) at the N-H+ proton and

(b) O" 5I5 Ao (rratf-way) along the N-H+ bond.

4) Here rnuch smaller charges on the ring
carbons arising from the polarization of the T[ efectrons

are assumed. These charges are Afo : -O.Of,

A€ *: -o.o2, ae p : -0.05: and af , : +0.11. These

values run in the same order as those cal-cufated for the

isol-ated cation (62). It is very probable that the

counterion wil-l- affect a reduction in polarization. The

positive charge is P1aced

(a) at the N-H+ proton and

(b) 0.515 Ao along the N-H+ bond.
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The convention fofl-owed in all of the above

cafcufations was that an excess of T[ efectron charge

ís denoted with a posbive sign while a deficiency is

denoted with a negative si-gn"
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Tabl-e V

Averase Observed Shifts (in p,pflt to Lorü Fíefd from
Tnternaf Benzene) and Calcufated Shifts for the
C-H Proton in Solutions of Pvridine Hvdrohah.des.

cou-nterlon ^ ¿6(exP)
Distance, Au ortho meta Para

a6(t)x
ortho meta para

2.O

3.0
4.0
@

.)^

.E

3.0
4.0
@

2"O

3.o
4.0
@

2.O
..)
3.O
4.0
o

L.53 0.78 1.30
+0.L2 +0.13 +0.14

a6(za)
ôttlio meta para

1.f6 1.84 2.9r
r.2? 1.90 2.96
L.33 I.95 3.011.4f 2.O2 3.O7r.5L 2"2t+ 3 .32

a6(3a)
ortho meta para

1.19 O.35 O.27
1.30 o.39 0.30
r"37 0.43 0.33
r.45 O"49 0.38
r.56 0.66 o.55

¿6(æ)
ortho meta para

L"L6 0.64 0.89
r.26 0.70 o.93
r.33 o.73 0.96
r.41 o.79 1.01
r.52 O.97 r.2r

0.06 1.04 2.L5
0.09 1.09 2.2O
0.10 1.1À. 2.21+
0.1_0 r.2o 2.3O
0.01_ r.39 2.53

¿6(z¡)
ortho meta para

r.6t+ r.99
L.? 5 2.06
1.82 2.rO
l . gf 2.r8
2.O3 2.4L

3.o3
3.o9
3.r3
3.20
3. U+

a6(3.b)
ortho meta para

r.93 O.5t+ 0.41
2.O5 o.59 0.44
2.L3 0"63 o.47
2.23 0.69 O.52
2.37 0.86 O.7O

a6 (4b)

ortho meta para

1.89 0.85 1.05
2.Or 0.90 1"09
2.O9 o.94 L.Lz2.L9 r_.00 r.r72.33 r.r9 L.37

li:-rl'-,i..,.

x The shifts are cal-culated for the d.ifferent models- described in the text.
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From Tabl-e V it ís seen that the val-ue of the

cafculated fow-fiefd shift increases as the distance

between the counterion and the N-H+ proton increases.

This is due to the fact that the shielding of the protons

by the fiel-ds arising from the charge on the counterion

is largest when the counterion is nearest the ring
(highest fietd shÍft). This field effect quíckly fal1s

off since it is proportional to the square of the distance

between the counterion and the proton (equation 42).

An exception is the ortho proton in model l-

where the magnitude of the calculated low fiel-d shift
first increases as expectþd, but then decreases. This is
e-x'pfálned. by the fact that the angle 0 between the C-H

bond direction and the el-ectric field vector at the proton

increases from 860 to 97"5o as the dj-stance between the

counterion and the ring increases from 2Ao to 4Ao. ïn atl
the other modefs this angle is always less ,,han pOo for
all protons. From equation (42) it j-s seen that when

angle O is 9Oo, the finear term arising from the fiel-d

effect is zero. Trlhen angle O is less than pOo, the el-ectric

field tends to deshiefd the proton causing the observed

increase in the fow fiel-d shift. However when the angle

is greater than pOo, the fíeld acts in the opposíte

direction (shiefding). Since the contribution to the

proton shift from the second term in equation (42) (which

is not dependent on the angle) is much small-er than that
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from the first term, the net effect of the counterion

on the cal-cul-ated ortho proton shift ín modef f is
determíned maínly by the magnitude of angle 0.

This is also observed experimentally. Froro

an analysis of the proton shifts in Tabl-e I, it is
seen that for any one solvent the ring proton shífts
move to l-ower fiel-d as the size of the counterion increases,

since the centre of negatiqe charge ís located further
from the ring.

3, Comparíson of Observed and Oaf cul-ated Shifts.

It may be expected that the interaction of the

halid.e ion with the cation will vary from ion to ion and

from solvent to solvent. However the simple modefs that
have been considered can not take this variation into

account, except as a variation of the N - H+... X-

di-stance. Therefore to a first approximation the average

of the observed shifts over a1f safts and al-l- sol-vents is
consi-dered. These observed shifts together with the

cal-cufated shlfts are given in Table V.

From Tabl-e V it is seen that no model which

assumes the VESCF fI el-ectron densities of the free cation

reproduces correctly the order of the observed shifts for
the ortho, meta and para protons (model-s Lr 2ar 2b). This

is true also for the models (3a, 3b) which assume unit Tf

efectron densities on al-l- the ring atoms. The models

(4ar4b)i in which much smafl-er charges on the ring carbons
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arisíng from the polarization of the fI efectrons are

assumed, do reproduce the observed order of the shifts.
0n1y a slight adjustment of the assumed TÍ el-ectron

densities, of the order of 0.01 units, together with a

small shi-ft of the positiv:e charge along the N-H+ bond

would produce complete agreertent between the cal-cul-ated

and observed proton chemical shifts for any counterion

distance.

The agreement between the observed and cafcu-

l-ated chemicaf shifts is seen to depend to a large extent

on the posi-tive charge in the N-H+ sígma bond. Our

model-s take it into account in a naive sort of way. fn

the calcul-atj-ons it was assumed that all of the positive

charge j-s l-ocated either on the N-1{+ proton or along the

N-H+ bond. fn actuaf practice the positive charge is
probably del-ocal-ized to a certain extent over the whole

From nodels 4a and 4b it is seen that the

observed order of the proton shift is also predicted in
the absence of the counterion. lhis rnay suggest that the

formation of ion pairs is not a necessary requirement in
explaining the observed proton shifts. However, if the

counterion ï¡as not present, it woufd be hard to account

for the reduced polarization of the fi electrons" There-

fore these results, together with the other evidence which

has been discussed prevíously, present a reasonable case

for ion pair formation Ín our sofutiiins.
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N-H, PROTON SH]FTS

From Table f it is seen that the N-H+ proton

shift in any one sol-vent except formic acid is displaced

to high field by severaf p.p.m. as the size of the

counterion increases. This é'hift, which is a function

of the solvent, is al-so affected by traces of Ìùater

present in the sofution.

No definite statement can be made about the

isol-ated N-H+ proton shift. Equation (42) can be modi-

fied to appl-y to an N-H+ bond in calculating this shift.
For this bond the constant a in Buckinghamts equation

(equation 34) is approximately 6 to 6.2 x lo-\2 el-ectro-

static units while the value of the constant b remaíns

the sa¡re as for a C-H bond (65). Therefore in applying

equation (42) to calculate the N-H+ proton shift, the

coefficient of the linear term becomes 28.8 to
/.

29"8 x lO-" units. However the incl-usion of a point

positive charge very close to the N-H+ proton in our

models make them usefess in calculating this shift"
ln these solvents the order of the shifts

(Tabl-e I) can be rationalized if incipíent bond formation

is assumed between the proton and the hafide ion" Ït has

been fourld (99) that the proton chemicaf shifts of HC1,
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HBr and Hf in the vapour phase appear to the high-field

side of methane gas due to the neighbour-anisotropy

effect. HI has the highest proton shielding and appears

to highest fiel-d. For this reason the highest N-H+

proton shift in any solvent is observed for pyridine

hydroiodide. If the sh:tft had been completely determined

by exchange with traces of water, the highest fiel-d shift

woufd have been observed for the hydrochloride since this

saft is the most hygroscopic of afl safts that were

studi ed.

A tripfet f¡ras obtained for the N-H+ proton of

pyridine hydrochloride and hydrobromide in formic acid.

The chemicaf shift for this proton was found to be the

same for both salts, indicating that the counterion has

very little effect in determining this shift. ft therefore

appears that the shift is characteristic of the sol-vent due

to the formation of N-H+...O instead of N-H+...X- bonds

(x- is the halide ion). Símilar concfusions were reached

by Chenon and Sandorf¡ rc6) from their infrared studies

of these salts in water. The very similar shifts of the

C-H protons for the three safts and pyridine in formic

acid supporb this suggestion.

Vrlhen pyridine hydroiodj-de and pyridine were

studied in formic acid, an N-H+ proton signal Ïuas not

observed. This may be explained by a fast exchange

process between the N-H+ protons and the solvent or l'rat er
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protons. But no proton exchange occurs for the hydro-

chloride or the hydrobromide in formic acid. Exchange

may therefore be explained by an interaction between

the proton and the counterion. Since Ëhe elecLro-

negativiËy of the atoms decreases from chloríne to iodine,

the interaction between the proton and the chlorÍde or

the bromide ion will be stronger than between the proton

and Ëhe iodide ion. This interaction may be strong

enough Ëo prevent exchange Ín the former but not in the

laËter case" Proton exchange of the N - H+ proton for

pyrídíne ín formic acid may also be explaíned by a weak

interaction between the proton and the formate ion.
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Pyrídine hydrochloride, hydrobromide and

hydroiodide were studied in methylene chloride, aceto-

nitrile, nitromethane and formic acid. The electron

densities on all the ring carbon atoms of the pyridinium

cation were determined by applying the simple linear

relatíonship (equation 39) between the excess charge AQ

on the carbon atom and the shift 4Çrelative to benzene

of the bonded proton. The value of the constant k that

was used in equation (39) was 10.J p.p.m. per electron'

The efectron density on the nitrogen atom was determined

by normalizatj-on.

The observed ring proton chemical shifts were

in poor agreement with the proton shifts obtained from

the cal-culated TI electron densities. This lack of

agreement may be explained by the existence of hydrogen

bonded ion pairs in solution between the pyridinium cation

and the counterion.

Various modefs i'.nvolving the counterion were

therefore postulated which show that the presence of the

counterion is very inportant in determining the measured

proton shifts. The presence of the counterj-on considerably

reduces tne TI electron polarization calculated for the

isolated pyrid.iniu$ cation by the VESCF method' ft was

found that models which take i-nto account the positive
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charge ín che N-H+ sigrna bond, the T[ electron densities

on the ring atoms, as well as the counterion, account

for the observed order of the C-H Proton shifts. The Tf

electron densities on the ríng aËoms were assr¡ned to

be smaller Ëhan those for the isolated cation due to

the polarization of Ëhe TT electrons. The ring Proton

shifts were cal culaËed using eqr:ation (42).

N-H+ proton shifts are very sensítíve to the

solvent, counteríon and Ëraces of water ín the solution.

The inclusion of a poínt positive charge very close to

tshís proton in our models makes these models useless in

cal culating the N-H+ proton shÍft"
ln solvents other than formic acÍd, in which

only single N-H+ proton peaks were observed, the order

of these shífts can be ratíonaLízed if íncipíent bond

formaËíon between the proton and the balíde ion is

assr.med. Due to the magneËic anisotropy effect, the N-f

proton shift of pyrídine hydroiodide apPears Ëo highest

field and for pyridine hydróchloride it apPears aË

lowest field.
In formi c acid the N-H+ proton shÍfts of the

hydrochlorid-e and hydrobromide are characterÍstic of a

complex involvíng the solvent rather than the bhlide

ion, i.e. N-H+...0 instead of the N-H+ ...x-, where x-
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is a halide ion. In these two cases the N-H+ proton

does not exchange rapidly and an rtÉ 
a - n* coupling

constant of. 67.6 t 0.5 c/s is found.

No N-H+ proËon signal was obËained for
p5rridine hydroiodide or pyrÍdine in formic acid. Ttri s

may be explaíned by a fasË exchange process between the

N-H+ protons and the solvent ot lúater protons.



Chapter IX

RECOMMENDATTONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

.:.]'
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The limiting value of the N-H+ proton shift

in the complete aþsence of water may be deternined by

studying solutions of pyridine hydrohalides prepared

from carefully dried salts and sol-vents. All preparations

would have to be carried out in the dry box.

Varj-ous other pyridinium safts besides the

hali-des have been prepared and their infrared spectra,

mostly i-n the solid. state, have been determined. This

work has been done by Oook (85) as wefl as other workers

mentioned in Chapter VII. It woul-d therefore be interesting

to study the N-H+ proóon shifts of many of these sal-ts.

Ion pair formation and hydrogen bonding can be studied in

solutions of these safts and the results compared with

i-nfrared data. The degree of hydrogen bonding in these

safts can al-so be studied by determining the effect

various ortho substituents on the pyridine ring have on

the N-H+ proton shift.
Some of the pyridinium salts that have been

studied include tine znclf,z snBr!, snclf,, cl-04-, BF4-,

SBC16- as well as the halide anions.
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